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•More Than 100,000 Expected In March
Council Of Churches Group To
Meet With President Kennedy
During March On Washington
The National Council of
Churches of Christ In USA,
announces this week that its
participation in the Aug. 28th
March On Washington will be
called "Church Assembly."
di Persons participating in the
millrhurch Assembly are asked to
assemble at Washington's
monument between 10 and
11:30 on the morning of the
march. The parade for this
particular group will start at
12 noon. They will march
from the Washington Monu-
ment to Lincoln Memorial
by the parelel streets, Inde-
pendence and Constitution.
Eugene Carson Blake will
speak at Lincialn Memorial on
behalf of t he Protestant
church. Dr. Robert W. Spike
is the executive director of the
committee on Religion and
Race for the church. Dr. Anna
Arnold Hedgeman is the co-
ordinator of the Church As-
sembly.
A reserved area at Lincoln
Memorial will he provided for
U. S. Senators and Represen-
tatives.
About 25 delegates from the
urch group have been se-
\Feted to meet with President
John F. Kennedy and various
Congressmen in separate meet-
ings. A report of the meetings
will be announced during the
observance at Lincoln Me-
morial.
Seven "Freedom Songs"
have been selected for use.
Among them is "We Shall
Overcome."
Delegates ariving by char-
tered bus are instructed to go
directly to Washington Monu-
ment. Those arriving by plane
and train will be able to ride
a special bus which will take
them directly to Washington
Monument for a small fee.
Weinberger
Leaves Crump
Eric Weinberger, white civil
rights worker now living in
Brownsville, Tenn., has been
released from E. H. Crump Me-
morial hospital where he was
given treatment for injuries
he received after being arrest-
ed with Negro teenage pickets
in that city.
Weinberger. who helped
establish a leathercraft indus-
try in Brownsville for Negroes
displaced by mechanization of
farms, was burned severely
by an acid which was poured
on him and bitten by police
dog.
He was also bruised in beat-
ings in jail and by wrist
clamps while being dragged
for two blocks.
Weinberger and his wife
will remain in Memphis for
the next few days.
James Meredith Heads North
With His 'Ole Miss' Degree
James H. Meredith received
his bachelor of arts degree
from the University of Mis-
sissippi last Sunday afternoon
on the campus at Oxford and
then came to Memphis to
send the night with .rela-
tives.
Early Monday morning heilitere and then headed forade a few calls to friends
Bloomington, Indiana, where
he is to make a speech at the
University of Indiana.
He will meet his wife and
son at the home of her rela-
tives in Gary, Ind., and after
making several more speeches,
he will go to Washington and
establish a residence for his
family.
WIFE IN HOWARD
Mrs. Meredith, who was a
student at Jackson State col-
lege in Jackson, Miss., last
year, will study at Howard
university this fall.
Meredith, whose entrance to
the University of Mississippi
touched off a riot which left
two dead, scores injured and
brought Federal troops to the
campus, will establish the
.tames H. Meredith Education-
al Fund and give scholar-
ships to needy persons.
All details regarding the
fund-raising methods of the
organization have not been
divulged, but it thought that
speechmaking and solicitations
will be used.
NEGROES WATCH
On hand to watch Meredith
become the first known Negro
to graduate from the school
were about 40 Negroes, most
of them from the state of
Mississippi.
The group included Dr. Aar-
on G. Henry, state NAACP
president, who recently serv-
ed in the Clarksdale, Miss.
jail with others arrested in a
demonstration, and Atty. R.
Jesse Brown of Jackson, who
handled the early litigation in
the case. It was eventually
handled by Mrs. Constance
Baker Motley.
The University of Mississippi
did not return to its lily white
status with the exodus of the
Kosciusko Negro, a veteran
of the U.S. Air Force.
Cleve McDowell, a graduate
of Jackson State College, is
a student in the law school,
and a Negro girl has applied
for entrance to the university.
James H. Meredith (center) If caught by
camera's eye moments before he switched
sides of the lassie on his mortarboard and
added the prefix. "graduate" to his name.
The first Negro to receive a degree tram
the 115-year-old University of Mississippi-
!
LEGISLATIVE TACTICS
Legislative tactics — NAACP delegates to the LeigialAtive
Strategy Conference on Civ1TIB1711s.fn Washington, Aug.
6-8, were briefed on tactics at the opening sesalon. Pre-
siding was Clarence Mitchell (far telt), director of the
NAACP's Washington Bureau. Delegates heard remarks
k` from Joseph I.. Rauh. Jr., vicc chairman for Civil Rights
and Civil Liberties of the ADA; NAACP Executive Secretary
Roy Wilkins and Herman Edelsberg, director of the Anti-
Defamation League of frnal B'rlth. (Photo By Carl Barnett)
Dr. Jackson Will A sk Baptists
To Lead In Civil Rights Fight
For the first time in its his-
tory, the National Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc., will
devote almost all of its an-
nual session to the matter of
freedom and civil rights when
the 83rd yearly meeting is
held in the public auditorium
in Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 3-8.
In his official call to the
session, Dr. Joseph H. Jack-
son, president of the largest
organization of Negroes in the
world, said the program will
be "in keeping with the spirit
of the times, and on the oc-
casion of the beginning of the
second century of the signing
of the Emancipation Procla-
mation by President Abraham
Lincoln."
He added that the Conven-
tion has always been in the
forefront of the fight for first-
class citizenship, and that now
it will go even further in the
civil rights participation.
MEASURES
Among the measures that
Dr. Jackson said the Conven-
tion would ask for to help
speed up the fight for equality
are:
Meredith's, graduation came just 322 days
after his entry to the school, which was
marked by slots In which two were killed.
He received his Bachelor of Arts degree in
Political S(ience.
I. Call for full support of
President Kennedy's civil
rights measure and urge all
voters to petition their con-
gressmen and senators to
give full support to the leg-
islation.
2. Call tor more active
participation of all of our
people at the polls as quali-
fied voting citizens. A goal
of one million new quali-
fied and registered voters
will be sought in the next
12 months.
3. Call upon the 83rd Ses-
sion of the National Baptist
Convention to create a civil
rights commission that will
give full time to all mat-
ters pertaining to civil
rights, equality of oppor-
tunity and justice for all
Americans.-
4. use of the Sunday
School Publishing Board
and the Baptist Training
Union Board to publish civil
rights material to be furn-
ished to churches, Sunday
schools, BTU's and mission-
ary societies.
5. Create a budget that
will provide funds for an
executive secretary and for
some qualified person to
keep close to the Congress
in Washington and help in-
form us on developments on
all important matters.
Dr. Jackson asked for more
support of the Baptist Bath By Shriners For
House in Hot Springs, Ark.,
DR. JOSEPH H. JACKSON
Picnic Planned
the publishing house in Nash- Goodwill Homesville and the 400-acre farm Several other Negroes arewhich the Convention pur- The Moolah Temple No. 54 expected to announce theirchased in Fayette County, of Shriners has planned a pub- candidacy.Tenn., for Negroes who were lie picnic for Labor Day on Rev. Williamson said thedisplaced from tenant farms the grounds of Goodwill
after they registered to vote.
15c
Jews Catholics And Protestants
Urged To Join Negroes In Aug. 28
Freedom March To Wash., D.C.
T11e March on Washington,
or ally called on July 12
by t e "big six," James Farm-
er, Martin Luther King, John
Lewis, A. Philip Randolph,
Roy Wilkins and Whitney
Young—has been joined by
Mathew Ahmann, National
Catholic Conference for Inter-
racial Justice; Eugene Carson
Blake, National Council of
Churches; Joachim Prinz,
American Jewish Congress,
and Walter Reuther, UAW,
AFL-CIO.
Marchers on Washington
plan to converge on the Capi-
tal from all points of the com-
pass. A group from Brooklyn
CORE will walk to Washing-
ton. Union Station officials in
the District of Columbia report
that an estimated 35 to 40
special "Freedom" trains will
begin arriving August 28th
from the South, North and
West. Washington, D.C. police
will remove private car traffic
off the streets in areas sur-
rounding t h e Washington
Monument in order to make
room for the parking of 2,173
buses.
The Civil Service Commis-
sion has advised Federal
Agencies to be "as liberal as
!sensible," in giving priority
to vacation requests for Aug.
28. The New Jersey Turnpike
Authority announced that its
complete services will be
alerted to provide maximum
help for persons traveling to
and from the massive one-day
demonstration.
Previous estimates of 100,-
000 Marchers for the August
28 demonstration were, said
A. Philip Randolph, this week,
"much, much below what we
I now expect." The March is to
highlight Negro demands for
1) Meaningful Civil Rights
Laws, 2) Massive Federal
Works Program, 3) Full and
Fair Employment. 4) Decent
Housing, 5) The Right to Vote
and 8) Adequate Integrated
Education. "Negroes will no
longer submit to humiliation,
even if it costs them their
lives," Mr. Randolph said.
Captains will be responsible
for each group en route and
in moving around Washington.
The March, will provide its
own monitors to maintain
order and internal security.
These specially trained mar-
shals will be in constant con-
tact with the group captains.
Washington officials have
promised the fullest coopera-
tion.
CATHOLIC YOUTH
ON THE MARCH
I.ORETTO, Pa.—An appeal
to Catholic youth to join with
their Protestant and Jewish
counterparts in massive par-
ticipation in the August 28
March to Washington for Jobs
and Freedom for Negroes and
other minorities was made
last week by a rabbi active
in the civil rights movement.
Addressing 500 Catholic
young people attending the
Youth Congress of the Third
Order of St. Francis at St.
Francis College here, Rabbi
Marc H. Tanenbaum cf New
York City, Director of the,
Interreligious Affairs Depart-"
ment of the American Jewish
Committee, a pioneer human
relations agency, said that
"Catholic, Protestant and Jew-
ish youth have an unparallel-
See URGED, Page 2
First To Announce Candidacy
For Memphis Board Of Education
Negro Citizens Request City
Officials To Form Bi-Racial
Committee For Desegregation
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark. —
A local Negro citizen group
has petitioned city officials
for the formation of a bi-
racial committee for the pur-
pose of making plans to hand-
/y major community problems
which are likely to arise in
the civil rights move.
The petition was sent to
Mayor R. E. "Bob" Eden and
city councilmen. The petition
was signed by Benjamin J.
Yarbrough, president of Crit-
tenden County Chapter of
NAACP; Amos Jackson, Aaron
Johnson, Roy Stallion, Rev.
S. L. Henry, Raymond Lewis
and Rev. W. D. Johnson.
The petition requested:
Cl) Employment opportuni-
ties for qualified Negro citi-
zens.
(2) Employment of quali-
fied Negro men for the fire
and police departments.
(3) Desegregation of public
schools.
(4) Opportunities for Ne-
groes to obtain better hous-
ing.
(5) Desegregation of lunch
counters, restaurants, theatres,
libraries, parks, etc.
(8) Removal of all Jim Crow
signs from public offices and
buildings.
(7) Desegregation of the hos-
pital.
Playground 36th
Annual Pageant
A large crowd was attracted
to Melrose stadium last Mon-
thly night to attend the 38th
annual Playground Pageant
sponsored by the Recreation
Department of the Memphis
Park Commission. More than
400 participated in the pageant
entitled "In Fairyland."
One of the outstadding fea-
tures of the affair was the
drill team from Camp Care. Di-
recting the pageant was Mrs.
Gloria M. Vinson.
Homes, 4590 Goodwill Rd.,
announces a planning commit-
tee consisting , of Charles F.
Williams, grand master of ma-
sons for the State of Tennes-
see; Henry Beecher and Hen-
ry F. Patton.
Patton, chairman of the
publicity, said that barbeque
will be sold at the picnic and
proceeds will be contributed
to the Goodwill Homes. The
picnic will start at 10 am.
Persons attending are expect-
ed to bring their own baskets
but are expected to buy. the
barbeque on the grounds.
NAACP Will Stage
Big Demonstration
Saturday, Aug. 31
The regular monthly meet-
ing of. the Memphis Branch
NAACP will be held at 4 p.m.,
Sunday. August 25, at Mt.
Olive CME church.
At this meeting, tiros/ plans
will be made for a public dem-
onstration protesting the "Dou-
ble Shifts" in Negro schools.
This march for freedom will
begin at 10 a.m., Saturday,
August 31 at Clayburn Temple
AME Church, Hernando at
Pontotoc.
The association is' intensify-
ing its campaign against the
Double Shifts by holding pub-
lic protest meetings in affect-
ed arras, where crowds have
been very enthusiastic.
A Baptist minister became
the first Negro to announce
his candidacy for an office in
the upcoming November elec-
tion. He is Rev. Ernest W.
Williamson, pastor of Olivet
Baptist church, who is seek-
ing to be elected a member of
the Memphis Board of Edu-
cation. The announcement
was made last Saturday
morning.
announcement came after
talking with several commu-
nity leaders.
In his formal announcement
he said:
"Our community's responsi-
bility in the area of education
is one of tremendous magni-
tude. Our educational system
must meet this challenge with
a forthright program that is
aciequete and consistent with
the educational trends of our
times.
"We, the citizens of Mem-
phis, take pride in the fact
that our City holds the covet-
ed honor of being the quiet-
est and cleanest city in the
nation. We take pride in the
progress we have made in re-
moving certain racial bar-
riers that were both unChris-
tian and unDemocratic. I has-
ten to say, we do not take
pride in the lagging standards
and the obvious inequities in
our educational system.
"For sime time, I have giv-
en consideration to offering
my name as a candidate to
the City Board of Education.
After talking with several
of our community leaders, I
have decided to make a formal
announcement.
"I feel that my educational
background is adequate, hay-
in completed my undergrad-
uate work at LeMoyne col-
lege and graduate work at'
Fisk university, and my role
in the affairs of Our commu-
nity in general arl ample
REV. E. W. WILLIAMSON
qualifications for this position.
I also feel that in view of the
fact that Negroes constitute
40 per cent of the population
of our city, it would be fair
and to the best interest of our
educational system if we were
represented on the City Board
of Education.
Therefore, I solicit the
support of every registered
voter in the forthcoming elec-
tion."
Rev. Williamson, a native of
Nen, Albany, Miss., establish-
ed residence here in 1949. A
member of a Masonic lodge,
he is presently dean of the
Riverside Educational Asso-
ciation of the Baptist Mission-
ary and Education convention.
He is also president of the
Baptist District Congress of
Northeast Mississippi. He is a
past president of the 28th
Ward Civic club.
His wife, the former Miss
Ruby Tucker of Mississippi,
is an instructor at Dunn Ave-
nue Elementary school. They
are the parents of a son, Ern-
est, Jr., six; and a daughter,
Gwendolyn, 12. The William-
sons reside at 1392 Melrose
Cove
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.1 Aug. 12:
is Mr. and Mrs. liosie Allen
McClelland, 2.361 Pratt; girl,
Patricia Ann.
r Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan
' Waters, 1652 Monsarrat; girl,
Joyce Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon
Moody, 839 Butityn; girl, An-
galls.
Mr. and Mrs. Wardell Jas-
per, 508 Hammond; boy, Wil-
liam Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Halbert Lee
Davis, 129 N. Barksdale; girl,
Kathylene.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Randle
Brown, 793 Bey, girl, Regina
• DeLay.
Mr. and Mrs. Esso Finis Jef-
ferson, 2139 Henrietta; girl,
Cathey Ann.
Mr. and MIS. James Willis
Howard, 1441 Apple; boy Els-
ton Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Fond-
ren, 1454 Apple; girl, Jacque-
line Denise.
; Mr. and Mrs. Jonnest Dean,
1 473 Edith, Apt. 4; boy, Dale
; Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Wash Gray,
; 1623 Barton; boy, Micheal
k Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. TwiJtoaN.
Lockhart, 1796 Cincinnati; girl,
Cheryle Yolanda.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Lee
Adams, 1161 University; boy,
Carlos Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Haynes,
, 1403 Britton; girl, Michelle.
Mr. and Mrs. John Louis
• Harris, 2045 Hunter; girl, Em-
ma Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gale, 931
; S. Fourth St.; girl, Brenda
I Yvonne.
4ug. 13.
t Mr. and Mrs. Troy Hayes,
/ 343 W. Fields; girl, Michelli
Rena.
; Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Lee
( Garrett, 1198 Banunel; girl,
, Jacqueline.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Davis. 2287 Marble; boy, Na-
. thaniel Jr.
/ Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Franklin Ingram, 160 Hickory;
boy, Victor Renard.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henry
Griggs, 3067 Crystal; girl,
Anita.
I Mr. and Mrs. Willie Edward
I Jones, 3582 Daggett; boy, Ed-
ward Alexandria.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Martin Luther
Finch, 745 Cella; girl, Barbara
Annette.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
I Pruitt, 1643 Barton; girl,
Alexie.
Aug. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Todd,
658 E. McLemore; boy, Keith
; Andrew.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Hobbs,
1838 Barton; girl Brenda Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carl
Irvin, 1180 Springdale, Apt.
7; boy, Gerald Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. John Linwood
Jones, 794-H Williams; girl,
Sheryl Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Perk-
ins, 1561 Webb; boy, Michael
Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Braxton,
1370 Neise; girl, Carolyn
Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Edward
Johnson, 2575 Donald; boy,
Allen Edward Jr.
Aug. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Jackson,
837 N. Fifth; girl, Sarah De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Harding, 697 Saxton; boy,
Tony Fernando.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Strong,
296 George; boy, Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harris,
2096 Swift; boy, Terry.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Clay
Beauregard, 708 Sims; boy,
Carl Lanett.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Louis
Dickerson, 2959 Hale; girl,
Willie Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Louis Sut-
ton, 2128 Henrietta; girl, Shir-
ley Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gillen,
1119 Walker; boy, Christopher
Shawn.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jones,
2954 Forrest; girl, Daphne
Layette.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Mallory,
510 Baltimore; girl, Stephanie
Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Miles,
705 N. Fifth; girl, Brenda Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee
Hicks, 356 Lucy, Apt. 1; girl,
Yolanda Fay.
Aug. II.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Ross,
1613 S. Lauderdale; twin girls,
Tenser Elaine and Helancer
Sherrin.
Mr. and Mrs. Tollie Smith,
501 Williams; girl, Rosetta.
Mr. and Mrs. James Logan,
1072 Merriweather; boy, Gary
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nathan
Ayers, 1005 Fields rd.; boy,
Timothy Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wallace,
379 Walker; girl. Patricia Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Ruther-
ford, 5064 Spottswood; girl,
Estella Faye.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Sanders,
1366 Austin; girl, Gloria Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ken-
nard, 199 Silverage; girl, Rita
Marchelle.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gar-
rett, 1542 Hamilton; girl, Su-
prina Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Speed,
2312 Hunter; girl, Maria LaJan.
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Miss Melvadeen Willetta Welch
Is Bride Of Lawrence A. Bailey
NASHVILLE — Historic
First Baptist church was the
setting for the marriage of
lovely Miss Melvadeen Wil-
tette Welch to Lawrence Ash-
ton Bailey last week. Both
are June graduates of West
Virginia State college.
The bride is the daughter
of Mrs. James A. Welch of the
education faculty of Tennes-
see A & I State university
and the late Mr. Welch, who
at the time of his death was
business manager of the uni-
versity. The bridegroom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Asey
Bailey of Charleston, W. Va.
it The young couple exchanged
vows before the Rev. Mr. R.
T. Andrews, Sr., of Indianap-
olis, Ind., the bride's maternal
grandfather. Mrs. Herschell
C. Black, organist, played a
program of nuptial music be-
fore the double-ring rites be-
gan. Mrs. Welch entertained
at a reception for the bridal
'party following the ceremony
in the Student Union Lounge
on the campus of Tennessee
State university.
BRIDE'S GOWN
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her eldest brother,
James A. Welch, Jr. She was
lovely in a gown of bridal
white silk shantung fashioned
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MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
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SERVICE
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55
CASH OR TRADE
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4,4
with a portrait neckline and
brief sleeves edged in guipere
lace. The gown featured a
molded bodice that formed a
"V55 in front and a akirt de-
signed with a flat front panel
edged in lace. The skirt re-
leased fullness to the sides
with a bouffant pannier ef-
fect ending in a sweeping
train. For a headpiece, she
wore a French "bouquet" of
silk petals that released a
tiered veil of silk illusion.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of tube roses caught with
white ribbons.
Schoolmates of the couple
were attendants. Miss Joyce
Chennault McCain of Sump-
ter, S. C., was maid of honor;
Misses Yvonne Turpeau of
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Patricia
Ann Davis of Mobile, Alt.,
were bride's maids. They wore
pastel dresses of silk organza
fashioned identically with
shell
-draped skirts accented
with a self-fabric flower.
Little Jill Jones in organdy
was flower girl; and Horace
Frazier, Jr., in long white
linen, was ring bearer.
Daniel Dean of Atlantic
City, N. J., served as best
man. Ushers were Jerry Daly
of New York City, N. Y.; Reg-
inal Welch, brother of the
bride; and Clyde Kincaide of
Nashville.
Mrs. Welch wore for her
, daughter's wedding a beige
silk organza and chantilly lace
fashioned with an unusual
front interest, and matching
shoes and flowered creation
for the head. Her corsage was
of matching cymbidium or-
chids. The mother of the
bridegroom wore a tourquoise
tunic of silk organza with
lace. Her gardenia corsage
and accessories were white.
. TOP STUDENTS
Both Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
were outstanding students a
West Virginia; together they
were elected to Who's WhoI Among Students in American
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ecr historic opportunity to give
vivid Prophetic witness to
their faith, by taking part in
this demonstration of the mor-
al commitment of Americans
to equal opportunity for all
our citizens.” •
Rabbi Tanenbaum was an
organizer and program chair-
man of the National Confer-
ence on Religion and Race
and serves on its Steering
Committee.
4
Colleges and Universities. An
outstanding athlete, he was
captain of the Yellow Jackets
basketball team his junior and
senior years; he was commis-
sioned, having completed his
ROTC training in June. Mrs.
Bailey, an elementary educa-
tion major, minoring in psy-
chology and English, was
president of the Women's Sen-
ate at West Virginia. Her
maternal grandmother is Mrs.
Augusta Andrews of Dallas,
Texas; Mrs. Annie W. Lake
of Hillsboro, Texas, is her pa-
ternal grandmother.
After a short wedding trip
the couple left for Ft. Dix,
N. J., where Mr. Bailey be-
gins his tour of service.
Nashville friends, entertain-
ed the couple graciously. Mrs
Leon Farbes entertained at a
miscellaneous shower for the
bride-elect; Mesdames Clinton
Jones and Sherman Webster
also complimented her with a
gift party. Mr. and Mrs. L
R. Holland entertained the
wedding party at dinner fol-
lowing the rehearsal.
OUT-OF-TOWNERS
Out-of-town guests included
Mrs. Augusta Andrews of
Dallas, Texas, the bride's
grandmother; Mrs. Aldridge
Young of Charlestown, W. Va.,
and Mrs. James Bailey, Har-
risburgh Pa., aunts of the
groom; Miss May Farris Page,
Xenia, Ohio; Miss Joan M.
Eastmond, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Assisting Mrs. Welch in re-
ceiving guests were Mrs. W.
H. Fort (who was also bridal
consultant), Misses Lois Dan-
iel, Joan Eastman, May Far-
ris Page, Yvonne Sharfner,
and Frances Thompson; Mes-
dames M. I. Claiborne, Mar-
guerite Chapman, H. C. Hardy,
Lewis Holland, W. N. Jackson,
Alma Dunn Jones, Clinton
Jones, C. J. Kincaide, J. L.
Powell, E. L. Sasser, Kelly
M. Smith, R. T. Smith, Myron
Towns Sherman Webster, Je-
rome Wright.
NO MONEY DOWN, UP 10 24 MONTHS TO PAY
BUICKS CHEVROLET
1948 thru 1954 .. $99.50 1950 thru 1957 .  $99.50
CHRYSLER-DESOTO-DODGE-PLYMOUTH
1953 thru 1956 599.50
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1951 thru 1956.. $99.50 1950 thru 1956Hyd.$99.50
LINCOLN MERCURY
1950 thru 1954 Hyd$99.50 1951 thru 1956 $99.50
NASH NASH RAMBLER
1953 thru 195) . $99.50 1953 thru 1957 . .$99.50
OLDSMOBILE PONTIAC
1949 thru 1954 . $99.50 1950 thru 1955. . . $99.50
STUDEBAKER
1953 thru 1955 .................... $99.50
KIM AUTO SERVICE 1099 MONROE AVE. 1 3 signet
CALL 274-5970 in the big
' 16 oz.biottle
The college and high school
students, who came from all
parts of the United States,
heard the Rabbi propose that
"the youth of our nation join
vigorously in. the civil rights
struggle for human dignity
by using prudentially their
considerable purchasing now,
er to help advance desegrega-
tion. "By 1965," Rabbi Tanen-
baum said, "half of the nopu=
lation of the United States
will be 25 and under.
LAWYERS TO MARCH
The National Lawyers Guild,
fully supporting the March on
Washington on August 28,
urged all bar associations to
participate as called for in the
statement of Benjamin Drey-
fus, National President of the
Guild. The text of his state-
ment of support follows:
"The National Lawyers
Guild heartily endorses the
Aug. 26 Freedom March of
the Negro People to Wash-
ington.
"The great demonstration
planned to support neces-
sary civil rights legislation
demanded by the President
is in the highast tradition of
American constitutional lib-
erty,
"This is the petition for
redress of grievances at
once approved and oncourag-
ad by the glorious First
Amendment to the Conisfi-
nation.
"Public demonstration by
the people aggrieved is
plainly demanded and in the
public interest on this day
in history.
"Lawyers everywhere
recognise that the full
measure of equality under
law guaranteed to all Amer-
icans a century ago may no
longer be equitably denied
to our 20 million people of
color.
"The Lawyers Guild
urger. members of the bar
to go to Washington and
march on August 28."
POSTAL WORKERS
The role of the National Al-
liance of Postal Employees in
the August 28th Freedom
March in Washington is one
of the important topics for
discussion when postal em-
ployees from every section
of the country met in New
York City August 19.23 for
the Golden Anniversary Con-
vention of that organization.
A record number of dele-
gates and visitors will attend
this historic session of the
oldest industrial labor union
in the Federal Service.
The convention will open
with a public meeting at New
York University's Town Hall
where Washington's distin-
guisher Attorney Joseph L.
Rauh will address the meet-
ing.
SUE UNION TO HAVE 2,000
President James B. Carey,
of the International Union of
Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO, predicted
today that the SUE would be
represented by more than
2,000 members from all over
the United States in the Aug.
28 March for Jobs and Free-
dom.
The union official said that
he agreed "wholeheartedly"
with the sentiments of AFL-
CIO Vice Presidents Walter
P. Reuther and A. Philip
Randolph in terming the civil
rights statement adopted by
the AFL-CIO Executive Coun-
cil on Tuesday as "weak."
Carey added that he had at-
tempted, during the Council
meeting, to have affiliated
unions commended for taking
part in the upcoming march.
He said that he was "deeply
disappointed" when the final
'White Citizens Have Disobeyed *
Civil Rights Law For 100 Years,'
Says Pres. Of Memphis NAACP
White American citizens
have disobeyed every civil
rights law for 100 years said
the president of the Memphis
Chapter NAACP, Jesse H.
Turner, when he was address-
ing a meeting of the Critten-
den County Branch NAACP in
West Memphis, Ark., last
Sunday afternoon.
An estimated 200 attended
the meeting which was held
at First Baptist church on
12th St.
Turner went on to explain
that the current civil riehts
demonstrations, sit-ins, boy-
cotts and the like have come
about over a long period of
time because respectful white
people have failed to comply
•
statement was "watered
down."
"I believe that the AFL-CIO
should have thrown its full
support to the march. Unfor-
tunately, this was not done.
The IUE, for its part, wit con-
tinue to do everything in its
power to make the march a
success."
Carey declared that "the
TUE has fought vigorously
and consistently for the civil
rights principles symbolized
by the upcoming march. Our
union is making every effort
to secure a maximum turnout
of our members for the
march. On August 28; there
will be no question. The SUE
will be there."
He emphasized: "Barriers
erected between Americans on
a racial or nationality basis
are as immoral as the Berlin
Wall. These barriers and these
walls must be removed. No
American can be an isolation-
ist or a neutral when it comes
to removing these artificial
barriers."
GET MORE
WHEN
YOU
POUR!
a •
•
with civil rights laws.
Speaking on the History of
Civil Rights, Turner started
with the Preamble of the
American Constitution and
quoted "We hold these trues
to be self-evident . . • " He
added, "only lip-service has
been given to this. Next was
the Dred Scott decision of the
U. S. Supreme Court which
stated in part that Negroes
have no rights which white
men are compelled to respect.
The Emancipation Proclama-
tion, the 13th, 14th and 15th
amendments have been diik
obeyed by white Americas5I
as well as the 1875 Civil
Rights Statutes. In 1883 the
Supreme Court declared them
unconstitutional. In 1890 the
Plessy vs. Ferguson decision
brought on the era of "Sepa-
rate but Equal."
Turner explained: "The
Senarate but Equal" laws did
not work. "Look at Negro
schools, narks, streets, etc.
under the "Separate but
Emial law."
"Now white people don't
want to comply with the 1954
Supreme Court decision. They
are still lynching Negroes,"
said Turner. (He had refer-
ence to the fatal shotting of
16-year-old Arthur Lee An-
derson of Marion, Ark, in
July).
He added, "since the 19.ak
Supreme Court decision whir
people have opposed and dem-
onstrated by the Southern
Manifesto, Interposition, and
Nullification, etc."
Turner urged his audience
to "fight every form of racial
segregation," through organi-
zation. He was introduced by
Benjamin James Yarborough.
president of the Crittenden
County Chapter NAACP.
HENDERSON
BUSINESS
COLLEGE, INC.
Accredited by The Accrediting Commission
for Business Schools
Approved by Tenn. State
Department of Education
FALL SEMESTER
1963
COURSES
IN
Accounting,
Executive Secr'fy,
Stenographic,
I.B.M. Key Punch,
Type Writing,
I.B.M.
DAY and EVENING
CLASSES
Registration Sept. 5, 6,
Classes Begin Sept. 9, 1963
PHONE 526-4756
530 LINDEN AVE.
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lege on the night of Novem-
ber 8.
The fall concert will feature
the voices of Irving Barnes,
baritone; Doris Galiber, mezzo
soprano; Martha Flowers, so-
prano, and Clyde Turner, ten-
or.
The four singers have one Douglas and Mrs. Douglas. De-
thing in common, Each of troit; R. L. Stevenson and A.
them has starred at one time P. Robinson, Chicago.
or another in a "Porgy and and understanding, give suf-
Bess" role, ficient consideration to the
Baritone Barnes appeared as kind of society we want, pro-
"Porgy" in 37 countries, and duce statesmen for decision-
Miss Gafiber, a native of the
Virgin Islands, enjoyed her
first musical success in "Porgy
and Bess," in which she star-
red for two years.
Miss Flowers has been ac-
claimed in all the major capi-
tals of the world for her role
as leading soprano in "Porgy
and Bess."
Turner is well known for his
roles in "This Is the Army,"
"Carmen Jones," "Finian's
Rainbow" and "Show Boat,"
as well as "Porgy and Bess."
Dr. Davis said, "He is one of
more than 200 alumni holding
doctoral degrees and has tak-
CHEVROLET CO. 324 3,32 en his rightful place among2115 T .. r
2200 Is mar 324.30471 other outstanding graduates
who have achieved in law,
medicine, education, agricul-
ture, engineering and busi-
ness."
aking to the graduates
Dr. Watkins challenged, "As-
sess the present society, main- items related to the
tam n reasonable prospective of Negro. •
society, educate for tolerance 
WE UBE DUPONT No. 7 wax -wash
on all re re — at Union ('or W.A.
Open 7 days a e rek for yore
venle nee.
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DOWN FRONT
"I DON'T TELL everything
I hear," said a waitress in a
local restaurant. "I cannot af-
ford to talk about other peo-
ple," she explained.
"I keep my nose out of other
people's business," chimed in
another waitress. This is a
good time to take stock of
yourselves folks — see how
long your noses are.
RUMORS ARE that a Negro
businessman and Mrs. Russell
B. Sugarmon, Jr., will become
candidates for the Memphis
Board of Education. Rev. Ern-
est W. Williamson announced
his candidacy last Saturday
morning.
A WAITER at the Big-M.
Robert Wilson, got the feeling
last week that he must speak
out. He said, "the time has
come to speak of many things
— of ships and shoes, sealing
wax and light-blue bedrooms
on four wheels." He went onto
inquire about the man "who
,pends more time sleeping in
his light-blue T-Bird than he
does driving it. This reminds
11 Memphians To
Attend Meeting
Atlanta Life
Lists Staffers
Attending Meet
ATLANTA — Home °nice
executives, district managers
and staff agents and some
wives and husbands of the At-
lanta Life Trip Winners are
attending the 43rd Annual
Convention of the National
Insurance Association Meeting
in Chicago, August 19-22.
Some of the company's del-
egation will include personnel
from the Home Office in At-
lanta, Georgia and from dis-
trict units of the (II) States
HUNTER LANE, JR. has in which Atlanta Life operates.
been tagged a Young Dem- Expected to go from Atlanta
ocrats' candidate. are: H. N. Brown; Prrst Na-
IF YOU CAN WAIT and not tional President and public re-
get tired by waiting you might lations director of Atlantaget the information sought. Life, Charles W. Greene and
Take the case of a woman Mrs. Greene: Actuary of At-
last week who called her at- lanta Life, Jesse Hill, Jr., and
torney about 4:55 p.m. seek- Mrs. Hill; agency director; P.
ing some vital information. W. Prothrow, Jr., Assistant
The attorney asked his client Agency Director in charge of
to hold the telephone while he Ala. and Fla.; Mr. A. E. Chris-
obtained the sought informa- topher, and Home Office Field- ,
tion- from another source. Two auditor, H. E. Watson.
hours and five minutes later Other representatives in-
the attorney picks up the tele- dude: Assistant Agency Di. 
phoneto give the information, rector in charge of Texas, H.
The client was there eagerly L. Fagan and Mrs. H. L. Fagan:
awaiting We believe this Home Office Field Auditor, R.. is
Cmore patience than displayed. Eberhardt: Neuman Dudley,
by the Biblical character, Job. Jr., and M. W. McDonald,
Houston, Texas; V. L. Mc-
Pherson. Cleveland, 0.; C. F.
Cooke and Mrs. Cooke, Lub-
bock, Texas; John Frink and
Mrs. Frink, Daytona Beach,
Fla.; R. M. Jones and Mrs.
Jones, Savannah, Ga.;
And A. C. Murray and Mrs.
Murray, Athens, Ga.; L J.
Gunn and Mrs. Gunn, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; 0. B. McGregor
and Mrs. McGregor, Fort
Worth, Texas; J. A. Stanfield,
Dallas, Texas; L. W. Garrett
and Mrs. Garrett. Marshall,
Texas; G. R. Flournoy and
Mrs. Flournoy, Waco, Texas;
H. N. Armstrong and Mrs.
Armstrong. Tyler, Texas; H.
J. Breazeal, Cincinnati, Ohio
and Mr. L. W. Meeks, Dothan,
Ala.; Assistant Agency Direc-
tor, Ill. and Michigan, D. A.
LeMovne Books
Top VocalistsOf Boy Scouts
Eleven Memphis delegates For This Fall
are expected to be among the
estimated 3,500 professional 'Kaleidoscope"—a quartet of
leaders of the Boy Scouts of the nation's finest voc'alists—
American when they meet at is coming to Bruce Hall under
the University of Illinois in sponsorship of LeMoyne Col-
Champaign, Ill. for the 12th
National Training Conference
Aug. 29 through Sept. 4.
Every four years Scout ex-
ecutive from all parts of the
nation undergo an intensive
period of training under the
direction of the organization's
national officials.
George Phillips, president of
the Chickasaw Council, Boy
Scouts of America, said that
Scout Executive Jones B.
Huskey will head the Coun-
cil's delegation,
Also attending will be Still-
man R. Young, director of
camping and activities; Walt-
hall Peters, field director; and
district executive William B.
Springer, Frank Z. Maley, Ce-
gok cil E. Weller, Gerald C. Strain,
Harry A. Fite, Hart P. Green,
Norval B. Powell,
WE HA VC the finest eelerlIon of
late model urtei Carl In Memphle.
Shop MPriti hire Oldest Chevrolet Dealer.
UNION •
us of the song of many seasons
ago "A Blue Room In A Small
Hotel."
WHAT IS A Good Wife-beat-
ing distance from your neigh-
bors? We would like to know.
Two men were discussing how
close some homes in the sur-
burbs are built to each other.
One man commented "Why!
they are not even good wife-
beating distances apart."
1..1) ,
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making processes of society,
mobilize our minds against
economic barriers, and mo-
bilize our spiritual strength
for the society we want."
Black Muslim Head
To Comment On
Washington March
CHICAGO, 111. — Elijah Mu-
hammad, leader of the Black
Muslims, is scheduled to com-
ment on the "Proposed Aug.
28th Washington March" dur-
ing a press conference set for
Monday, Aug. 26 at 2 p.m. at
the Stetter Hilton hotel in
Washing,ton, D. C. He is ex-
pected to comment on other
Anlerican
THE COLLECTOR'S DEN
Memphis 1st Gun and Coin Shop
903 South Cooper St.
276-7571
We buy: Guns - all types, old, new any
condition, also parts. U. S. and Foreign
Coins; Gold Coins; Swords; War Relics.
Expert Gunsmithing - Re-building and Nickling
See Us Before Buying - Trading - Selling
GIVEN "AWARD OF MERIT"
Commissioner of Education J. Howard
Wert, center, was honored with "An Award
of Merit" during Tennessee State officer-
altv's 5Ist annual summer commencement.
and on hand to give the address to the 285
graduates was Dr. Levi Watkins, left, presi-
dent of Alabama State college and a 1933
graduate of the school. At right is Dr. 'W.
S. Davis. president of TM!.
Levi Watkins Speaks
To TSU Summer Grads
NASHVILLE — J. Howard
Wart commissioner of educa-
tion for the State of Tennessee,
was honored with an "Award
of Merit from Tennessee State
University during the summer
commencement program for
the 285-man class last Sunday
in Kean Hall.
The Award of Merit for the
long-time State Board of Ed-
ucation member and now com-
missioner presented by Dr.
W. S. Davis, University pres-
ident read, "Award of Merit
presented to J. Howard Wart
in appreciation for contribu-
tions made to the growth and
development of Tennessee
State University . . . a Land-
Grant University at Nashville
Tennessee . . ."
Alabama State College pres-
ident, Dr. Levi Watkins, charg-
ed the 51st summer graduates
with a seven-point program as
their challenge of the future.
, CHAINS OF GOLD
j Gold chains are the newest
link to fashion. Watch for
i them as hat bands, circling
collars of coats and as gold
Tudor belts for day and eve-
ning.
Introducing Dr. Watkins, a
1933 graduate of Tennessee
State, Dr. Davis said, "The
image of this University might
well be college presidents.
During the past several years
fiv ft,..,ulty members and three
alumni have been selected as
presidents of leading colleges
and universities of this coun-
try. Dr. Watkins, a scholar and
mathematician, is one of the
youngest to have been select
WASHINGTON — A White
House - sponsored woman's
committee announced a six-
point program designed to let
Negroes attend classes "with-
out fear" this fall at 113 newly
desegregated Fchool in South-
ern and border states. The
schools are desegregating for
the first time this year than
committee reported that more
In the past seven years.
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL Al' COOPER IC 6.7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
/' 1 /../1 /.1 f;
"STOP-- AND SHOP AT CENTR AL"
, Teenagers Invited To 'March
Against Leukemia' Sept. 29
Teenagers from Memphis
and Mid-South high schools
are invited to participate in
the second annual Mid-South
'
Teenagers March Against Leu-
kemia, Sunday, Sept. 29 from
2 to 4 p.m.
The annual tund - raising
drive, one of 125 boing con-
ducted by ALSAC in the U.S.
this year. is for maintenance
of the nondenominational St.
Jude Hospital, according to Ed-
ward F. Barry, president of
the Board of Governors of the i
hospital.
St. Jude hospital, founded
by television star Danny
Thomas, treats children suffer-
ing from leukemia and other
childhood diseases free of
charge regardless of family fi-
nancial circumstances, race, or
religion.
Scientists at St. Jude also
are seeking a cure for leuke-
mia and other blood disorders
. _ .. . .
VELVETS IN PASTEL
Velvet will start spanning
the fashion seasons. The young
Washington elegiknts have
started the trend of pastel
printed velvets for Spring.
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
through clinical and laboratory
research.
Fred P. Gattas, Mid-South
Chairman of the Teenagers
March said: "The success of
our March depends upon the
number of teenage volunteers.
We sincerely hope to have a
large number of volunteers
immediately.
"All they have to do to vol-
unteer is call St. Jude Hospital
and give their name, address,
age, school, and telephone
number. Our office will pro-
vide instructions, Marchers
Kits and identification cards
for each marcher," he said.
Thrilled By Drills
HAROLD HILL, England
(UPI)—June Walker, 16, loves
Lo- go to the dentist. She feels
no pain when her teeth are
drilled.
"The drill gives me a love-
ly tingling feeling," she Said..
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prnuide good study lighting...
to help with homework!
There is an easy, inexpensive way you can help with your son's or
daughter's homework ... by providing good lighting for study.
This means a study desk, with lamps that have big-enough bulbs...
that are high enough to spread the light ... and that don't make shad-
ows or create harsh dark-and-light contrasts.
Give your child comfortable lighting—and plenty of it—to study by.
Good lighting costs so little ... means so much.
"11111•11110°
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ELECTRICITY... best bp for better living
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"Then spake Joshua to the
Lord in the day when th•
Lord delivered up the Amor-
lies before the children of
israeL and he said in tho
sight of Israel, 'Sun, stand
thou still upon Gibson; and
the moon stayed. until, the
people had avenged them-
selves upon their enemies."
—Joshua 10:12 84 13
THE SAME ALWAYS
One of the things that bland
out above everything else in
the dealings of God with man
Is the historical fact that God
has always been with those
who earnestly sought to do
His will. There has been no
exception. Paul saw Him in
terms of a God who did not
chenge---the same yesterday,
today, and forever.
People who are familiar with
God and with His historical
dealings with men can bear
witness to this fact. The old
hymn - writer cried out, "He
never has left me alone—no,
He never has left me alone!"
Countless numbers of us can
attest to that same fact.
MANY VIEWS
Daniel saw Him as 'The
Stone hewn out of the moun-
tain,' Ezekiel saw Him as a
"Wheel in a wheel," the three
Hebrew boys in the firey fur-
nace sam Him as one coming
in the flame and taking away
its heat. Moses saw Him as a
"Pillow of Clouds" by day and
a "Ball of Fire" by night.
John saw Him as "The only
begotten Son of God" coming
down to redeem a world.
And many of us can speak of
Him as a Friend above all oth-
er friends and in countless oth-
er superlative phrases. Out of
our varied experiences we
have come to know Him.
Joshua—in the midst of a
great battle knew that the day
was getting short. Something
unusual had to happen and
happen then! He asked God
to hold back the moon and
stop the sun. In other words
he wanted to defy the laws
of nature that he might be
able to overcome his enemies.
To Joshua the victory was his
all. It was imperative that he
we defeat our enemies. But a1.
extent that we have God work-
ing with us.
NEED ASSURANCE
How important it 'is today
that as we battle the enemies
that constantly attack us that
we must have the assurance
that God is with us. It is ours
"to watch, and fight, and
pray, the battle neer give
o'er!" All the battles we fight
are not the physical battles
fought by Joshua but oftirnes
we fight selfishness, greed,
hatred, prejudice, insinoerety,
and countless other forces at
work that would destroy is.
We know that time is run-
ning out. We know that we
will not be able to overcome
in the prescribed time. We are
fully aware of the fact that
if we are going to make the
contribution for which our
lives have been designed, the
sun must stop and the moon
must stand Still.
TOQ LATE
How bitter it is for a man
to suddenly awake and find
that it is later than he had
thought. His talents are all
gone, his energy is limited,
many of the forces which were
at work in his youth have long
since left, and now he is only
an old hull of his former self.
Many times we would like
to fight and win the battle
but we have nothing with
which to fight. This is the con-
dition in which Joshua found
himself and on top of all of
this time had become his ene-
my. I wonder if as we look at
the church today and ourselv-
es as individuals if we are not
in the same condition.
Today once again God needs
to look down upon each of our
lives and see us as poor strug-
gling Joshuas trying to win
a battle for Him. Sometimes
we stumble, sometimes we fall,
oftimes we get up and brush
away the dust of defeat and
keep on marching toward vic-
tory.
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DEFENDER
Tennessean Co-Author Of
Article For Laymen's Day
.,\ Il 
. .,
 , NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Oliv- : "e must do this," he addif
1 er W. 'Crump, lay leader ofthe Tennessee Annual Confer-epee (Central Jurisdiction) ofthe Methodist Church, is the.
AS PAIGE ,ro-atitisor of a publication of-
1 fered for use by millions in.
Ichurcbes throughout the world
defeat the Amorites. Today,Ithi, year on the annual Meth-
it is equally imperative thatiodist Laymen's Day observ-
this can be done only to the , His article appears in a
—Suggested Program for Lay-
men's Day" published by the
Methodist Department of Lay
Speaking of the General Bond,
of Lay Activities. One of three,
Crump's article is titled,
"Across the Street."
The three articles are plan-
ned as background material for
talks by lay leaders on Lay-
men' Day Oct. 20. They all
deal with the observance's
general theme this year, "Your
Neighbor as Yourself."
In his article, Crump, sec-
retary of the Board of Trus-
tees of Morristown Junior Col-
laymenlege, urges Methodist
to "think fairly and decide Warmer Temple
courageously what our role in
this 20th century should be." Is Set to Celebrate
'In spite of pronouncements
by one of our public officials
to. uphold segregation now—
wfvegation forever."
0. W. CRUMP
Shelby County Women's Day
Baptist Asso. To
Meet Aug. 21-23
The Shelby County District
Baptist Association is sched-
uled to hold its 15th annual
session, Wednesday through
Friday, Aug. 21-23, at the Un-
ion Grove Baptist church, 394
South Third St., Rev. A. L
Saddler, is host pastor.
The Women's department
presided over by Mrs J. C. Aus-
tin, will meet jointly with the
parent body during this ses-
sion. Rev. E. Bates, pastor of
the Mt. Gilliam Baptist church
is moderator of the Associa-
tion.
Greater Castalia
Will Observe Its
Third Anniversary
Greater Castalia Baptist
church will observe its third
anniversary from Aug. 22-25,
and three local ministers will
participate in the services.
Rev. Dave Bond, pastor of
New Bethel Baptist church
will speak on Thursday night,
Aug. 22, and Rev. J. E. Clark,
pastor of Oak Grove Baptist
church will deliver the ser-
mon on Friday night, Aug. 23.
Both meetings start at 7:30.
The observance will be cli-
maxed on Sunday, Aug. 25,
when Dr. Roy Love, pastor of
Mt. Nebo Baptist church.
, speaks draing a program at
,3 p.m.
I Music for the occasion will
he furnished by the music
r;epartment of the church un-
der the direction of Mrs. Ma-
hie Watson and 0. D. Minor.
Mrs. Gladys Shannon will
accompany the singers.
Mrs. Autharine Minor is
chairman of the observance
and Mrs. Emma R. Ward co-
chairman.
Rev. Calvin Mims is pastor
of the church.
To Observe
Ushers Day
Annual Church Ushers Day
will be observed at First Bap-
tist church, 682 S. Lauderdale
St. at 7 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 25.
The featured address will be
delivered by Rev. H. Clarke
Nabrit, pastor of the church.
Theme of the celebration is
"Ushers Serving To Serve
God." The public is invited.
Mrs. Selena Jackson is chair-
man of the affair.
Warner Temple AME Zion
Church, 917 Mississippi Blvd.,
has made plans to celebrate
Women's Day, Sunday, Aug.
25. Morning services will be
conducted by the general
chairman of the observance,
Mrs. Valera Fifer, and lay
leaders, Mrs. Fanny Holman
and Mrs. Clyd Hence.
At a 3 p.m. program, Mrs.
Anna Willis of Christ Temple
Church of Christ, USA, will
be the featured speaker. She
is a teacher at Ford Road
school. Others appearing on the
program will include Mrs.
Thelma McClore, Mrs. Bernice
Bowen, Mrs. Ella Mae Sherby
and Mrs. Rosie Marie Tibbs.
Rev. W. J. Neal is the pas-
tor.
Omegas To March Too
The Supreme Council of the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity has,
as a part of its Social Action
program, endorsed the Civil
Rights demonstration for the
"March on Washington" on
Aug. 28.
The fraternity, through its
Social Action chairman, has
called for all chapters to have
representation in Washington
on that day.
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Protests c
Halt Bias ,
In Japan
Foundation Denies k Donated
Million To Washington March
NEW YORK — (UPI)
— The Taconic Founda-
tion denied a report that
it had contributed ;1 mil-
lion to the civil rights
March on Washington.
"Neither the Taconic Founda-
tion as a foundation or Mr.
Stephen Currier as an individ-
ual has made any such contri-
bution nor will they make any
grant to the march," said a
spokesman for the platten-
thropic group.
A spokesman for the massive
Aug. 28 march confirmed no
gift had been received.
Negro. author Louis Lomax
said in San Francisco that the
foundation had given the
money to the civil rights pil-
grimage and that the gift had
taken the sting out of the
march.
The Taconic Foundation is
financed by Mrs. Audrey Brwe
Currier, granddaughter of the
ate Treasury Secretary An-
drew Mellon, and is headed by
her husband Stephen Currier.
The foundation did give $1
million to civil rights organi-
zations in 1960-62.
Lomax, author of "The Negro
Revolt," will address a mass
civil rights meeting hers. He
said the $1 million gift "came
out of the woodwork" from the
Taconic Foundation .if NVY
York after President Kennedy
urged Negro leaders to avoid
violence.
"If you dig deep enough /
have no doubt you'll timid on
one of the lower layers, some
Kennedy money," Lomax
said "This million was to re
-
inforce the fabric of existing
Negro leadership and keep
things In band."
The initial purpose of the
march was a Senate sit-in to
bring "the government to a
screeching halt," Lomax told
a news conference.
He claimed present plant for
the mass demonstration in
Washington were a diluted
shadow of the original pur-
pose. Ile said Negroes . will
avoid the capitol and sithPlY
gather at the Lincoln Monu-
ment for a prayer.
"I ask this questioa: Is
there. any cal-relation between
this flow of money and the
de-fangIng of the ortganak
purpose of the march?" Lo-
max commented.
He said the Student Non-Vin. 
lentCommittee — "most mili-
tant of eV—got just $15,000
when the $1 million gift was
divided among civil rights
groups.
Lomax also described the
concept of non-violence as an
"excellent" tactical manemeT
but a myth.
"The white power structure
does not understand nor re-
spect non-violence as • total
way of life," Lomax said. "Ws
looked upon as a sign of week-
Det3."
He also hurled criticisms at
the "white liberal," segregat-
ed schools in the North and the
urban renewal program.
Hits Tots In
Picket Lines
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Rep. Albert Watson, D-S.C.,
described civil rights demon-
strations that include children
as "barbaric and sadistic ex-
hibitions."
Watson told the liouse that
state and local governments
should enact "strong measures"
to prohibit the practice.
"If their cause is just, why
they resort to such cowardly
tactics?" Watson said. "The
subjection of innocent chil-
dren to such abuse and danger
is unpardonable and defies all
understanding."
Keep Up Jim-Crow Fight
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)
— The NAACP made plans to
continue efforts to stop what it
calls "de facto" segregation of
Wisconsin schools.
TOKYO — (UPI) — A
U. S. 5th Air Force spokes.
men said that racial trouble
around a base at Misawa,
Japan, "has been resolved
quietly and in an orderly man
ner."
The Itrouble began brewing
several days ago when Negro
servicemen at the big base
400 miles north of Tokyo!)
formed small sit-in groups tcip
visit and integrate white-only
bars in the area, or force their
closure.
The spokesman, Cal. Dean
Hsu, said "The prospective
problem growing out of pur-
ported discrimination in Mi-
sawa city, we believe, has been
resolved quietly and in an or-
derly manner through the mu-
tula cooperation, understand-
ing and amicable open discus-
sion between both groups con.
corned."
Hess, speaking from Fuchu
Air Force Base, said "There
have been no incidents up
there. The bar owners are
serving Negroes and Caucasi-
ans alike."
He said, "I understand that
the bar owners said they
would be happy to serve any-
one if they casne in smega
groups. It was just that theyllor
didn't want crowds of 15 or
20 coming in at once."
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CHILDREN VISIT FIRE STATION
Children attending the Hanley Elementary school first
Pre-School Readiness Project visited the fire station on
Parkway as one of their eight field trips, and here they
are seen posing against one of the trucks as they listen to
one of the firemen. Miss Fannie D. West, first grade teach-
er, and Miss Joan McCullar. a Lane college junior major-
ing in elementary education, worked with the youngsters.
1Withers Photo
Hanley Elementary Prepares 31
•Youngsters For The First Grade
Thirty-one children in the
Hanley Elementary School dis-
trict participated in a Pre-
School Readiness Project, held
at the school recently. It was
the first time the project has
been held, and it was co-spon-
sored by Hanley PTA and the
Board of Education.
The pupils were selected
from a group recommended by
case-workers of the State De-
partment of Public Welfare,
the school nurse, and by some
teachers. None had attended
kindergarten.
The children went on eight
field trips, which included the
zoo, the airport, an animal
hospital, cemetery, library and
a farm. In the classroom, they
listened to stories, made draw-
ings, cuttings and pastings, and
„
arched to music. etc. . .
There was no formal teach-
ing of subject matter, such as
reading, writing, spelling.
Mrs. Fannie D. West, tirst
grade teacher at Han'ey Elem-
entary School, work..1 dili-
gently with the children. She
made each pupil know that
she loved mm individually,
guided the pupils smoothly
from one activity to another.
The last three weeks, she was
assisted by a Lane College
junior, Miss Joan McCullar,
who is majoring in Elementary
Education. Many helpful sug-
gestions were made by Miss
Emily Beebe, supervisor of
flanley Elementary School.
It is hoped that the pre-
school experiences will enable
the participants to be ready
to go into actual first grade
work much sooner than they
would have had they not par-
ticipated in the five weeks
Readiness Program. The proj-
ect was carried out without
any cost to the parents.
Mrs. Beulah M. Williams,
principal of Hanley Elemen-
tary School, put forth extra
efforts to see that the ,wo-
gram went over smoothly, be-
fore and afterwards.
Omegas Announce
Theme For Essays
"Individual Responsibility
and the American Revolution
for Rights" is the 1963 essay
contest and Achievement Week
theme announced by the
Omega Psi fraternity.
The high school essay con-
test is sponsored yearly by the
fraternity and more than 1,000
students participate.
Memphis • Born Lad
Reigns As King In
Billiken Parade
A Memphis-born youth, Wil-
liam Henry Hooks, was select-
ed as the king for the recent
Bud Billiken Parade in Chica-
go.
William, 10-year-old son of
Mrs. Patricia Hooks of 6438
St. Lawrence, is related to the
famous Hooks Brothers of
photographic renown in Mem-
phis.
In winning the contest, he
was following in the footsteps
of his mother, who was once
chosen queen of the Memphis
Cotton Jubilee. Mrs. Hooks also
won the Chicago Defender's
first popularity contest.
William wants to follow in
the footsteps of his cousin.
Atty. Benjamin L. Hooks, and
become an attorney.
He won the contest on the
basis of a letter he wrote to
the newspaper.
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No Compromise On Rights
There was a revealing colloquy the
other day between Assistant Attorney
General Burke Marshall and Sen.
Hugh Scott at a Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on proposals to
ban discrimination in places of pub-
lic accommodation.
The Senator suggested that the leg-
islation should have been sought ear-
lier in the Kennedy Administration.
The Justice Department officer re-
sponded that it might well have been
requested still earlier, in the Eisen-
hower Administration.
They are both quite right. The leg-
islation is late—too late to avert a
lot of bitterness, tension and vio-
lence. And it stands in grave danger
of being too little as well.
, There is ominous talk now of ob-
taining enactment of a public ac-
'tommodations bill by comprising it
into ineffectuality. Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson of the Senate Corn-
merce Committee predicted recently
that his group will approve a "practi-
cal" version of the Administration-
sponsored measure.
And the Attorney General has in-
timated that the Administration
would not balk at exceptions to take
care of "Mrs. Murphy's boarding
house."
We think this kind of talk is mor-
tally dangerous. It threatens to
thwart an historic opportunity to era-
USSR And Ethiopia
An outright gift of some 2,500,000
Ethiopian dollars ($1 million), has
been made to Ethiopia by the Soviet
Government. The grant was made
with the view to assisting the East
African Kingdom in training special-
ists who would help raise the stan-
dard of living in that 4,000-year-old
African Kingdom.
A new technical high school will
be built in the town of Bahr Dar. Its
classrooms, study halls and labora-
tories can accommodate 1,000 stu-
dents.
At the recent inaugural ceremony,
Emperor Haile Selassie said the
school resulted from an agreement
signed between the two countries
three years ago.
He said, "This institution, apart
dicate racial discrimination from
American public life —to usher in, by
a great act of magnanimity and ima-
gination, a new era in this country's
race relations.
Compromise is perilous on two
counts. First, compromise which
takes the form of allowing excep-
tions to the general rule that busi-
ness enterprises seeking public pa-
tronage should serve the public in-
discriminately will make enforce-
ment of the rule more difficult.
There is no reasonable way to draw
a line. Moreover, exceptions may
give a competitive advantage to busi-
ness that choose to discriminate. They
will invite and put a premium on
evasion. And they will expose Ne-
groes to insult and injury wherever
they are allowed to occur.
Second, compromise can operate
only to erode the moral basis of the
legislation. If nothing more than a
river and harbor bill were involved
here, there would be room for log-
rolling and adjustment. Bfst.--basic hu-
man rights are at issue.
The question is whether Negroes
are to get first class citizenship or
not; there is really no middle ground.
There is no use in paltering with the
cancer of discrimination; it must be
exercised or it will grow and corrupt
the body politic.
from the benefit of training Ethiopi-
an technicians to work for and serve
their country, will also stand as a
lasting record of -the strong and long
standing friendship existing between
the Soviet Union and our country."
A message from Premier Nikita
Khrushchev said, "This gift is the
expression of sincere aspiration of
the Soviet people to render assistance
in training national specialists of
Ethiopia and promote the prosperity
of the Ethiopian people and state.
"The Soviet Government is confi-
dent that this school, a symbol of
strengthening friendship between
both countries will serve the cause
of further development of the friend-
ly relations and mutual understand-
ing between our peoples."
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Unfit For Public Office
The tempetuous winds of a political
campaign are gaining momentum
which will soon seize Memphis. Pop-
ular candidates will soon, be afflicted
with merciless persecutions from
their opponents who will be called a
menace to the city in counterattack.
There are local persons with win-
ning personalities, with remarkable
physical and mental power, fitted for
leadership roles. There are some
whose moral sensitivities are dulled
and dissipated by a struggle to sup-
press minorities whose potential must
be unharnessed if Memphis is ever to
becoming a city among cities. Radi-
cal candidates are unfit for public
office. They are prone to attempt to
seize by force what they cannot gain
at the polls. Defeat, eventually, is the
natural fruit of such a life and char-
acter.
The highest welfare of Memphis
must no longer be endangered by
public officer holders whose views
are narrowed to the degree that racial
identity is the determiner of repre-
sentation accorded. -
Whenever a political candidate sits
race against race in his lust for power
—whenever he permits evil deeds to
blemish his record unabash, when-
ever he loudly proclaim "I'm a
segregationist unashamed, he is unfit
to hold an office in a democratic
government.
C didates using the racial issue to
entr "status quo seekers" by the
allurements of their corruption are
decietful.
All citizen's whom they bring under
their influence are debauched charac-
ters who detract from the well being
of our city—of our government.
Too carry a torch for human morals
—to give guidance to equal oppor-
tunity, to give leadership in demo-
cratic proccesses—no! They seek the
opposite.
Candidates who style themselves
"segregationists" lead one to believe
that they are maladjusted, emotional
unstable and given to radical actions
in both their public and private life.
However, Memphis has the good for-
tune of having a few level headed
citizens who thwart the wickedness
and rage of political radicals.
As for politicians, I do not know by
what gods they are consecrated and
set apart from living up to their oath
of office—to rvpresent all of the peo-
ple—to uphold, the Constitution of the
United States, etc.
In view of the upheaval that is
plaguing the world—in view of the
social revolution that is sweeping
our country, I propose that the pre-
servation of our city be put above the
greed for power, political office and
control of the public market place.
I propose that we set the stage for
a better life for all citizens of Mem-
phis today by electing to public office
only persons who will include Ne-
groes in every phase of community
activities. ).
JACKIE ROBINSON
Picket-Line Experiences
I AM HAPPY to learn that, as this is
written, Gov. Nelson Rockefeller has
brought about a pact which has enabled
the civil rights minister-leaders to call off
further picketing of construction work at
the Downstate Medical Center in Brook-
lyn.
The demonstrations which have been
going on at Downstate have served a val-
uable purpose. They have underscored the
fact that racial bias in employment is not
only a Southern problem, but one which
exists all over this nation. Both white peo-
ple and colored people in the North have
been guilty of being too complacent about
the difficulties which face the Northern
Negro. With a holier-than-thou attitude,
they have condemned the South and
failed to appreciate that racial bias is a
national cancer. There is no section of this
country which is free of guilt.
Several days before our clergymen-lead-
ers met with the governor and reached an
agreement, I joined the picket line in
Brooklyn. I wanted to lend whatever
moral support I could to the protest. I
learned, first hand, how intense is the de-
termination of New Yorkers of all races
to win more jobs for the Negro and Puerto
Rican people. While the pickets were pre-
dominantly Negro, there were many
whites on the line. I asked one attractive
white girl why she was subjecting her-
self to the abuse of many people and the
possibility of going to jail.
Her answer was simple.
All Are Equal
"I BELIEVE God made us all equal and
I could not live with myself if I didn't
participate," she told me.
I watched a young Negro mother who
insisted that the police carry her away if
they wanted her to move from the posi-
tion where she was sitting on the ground.
She had a three- or five-year-old in her
arms. A police.official asked me to talk to
her.
The officer explained his fear that the
child would suffer a traumatic experience,
seeing his mother carted off to a paddy
wagon — an experience of fright which
he might never be able to erase. The of-
ficer asked me to persuade the young mo-
ther to get up off the ground and walk to
the police wagon. I agreed to talk to the
lady and express the officer's concern. I
said, however, that I would not try to per-
suade or influence her.
I did talk with her. She was deter-
mined that what she was doing was right,
even if it frightened her child momentari-
ly. The police then had no alternative but
to do their duty. As two officers approach-
ed her and gently lifted her up, the child
ALFRED DUCKETT
burst into terrified crying.
"That was what I was afraid of," the
police officer told me.
I had to admire the officer for his
genuine feeling of sympathy for the child.
I also had to admire that mother. Maybe
she felt she would risk scaring her young-
ster now to make him realize, in later
years, that his mother was willing to go
through a sacrifice to try to establish a
brighter future for him.
Certainly, he was hurt, but how much
more hurt our children will suffer if we
do not solve this problem which throws a
dark shadow across their hopes and ambi-
tions as they grow older.
Admire Leaders
While speaking of admiration, I have
the deepest respect also for Dr. Gardner
Taylor, Dr. Sandy Ray, Rev. Milton Gala-
mison and the other colored and white
clergymen who led these demonstrations
and who not only preached human morali-
ty, but proved how much they believe in
it by going to jail.
Dr. Taylor has demonstrated his ca-
pacity for being one of our truly great
leaders in. the Freedom struggle. He is
young, brilliant and articulate. He has a
loyal following. His fellow-clergymen
have helped Dr. Taylor prove that on
basic, moral issues, there is a unanimity
among top echelon ministers of Brooklyn.
I had not met the Rev. W. A. Jones
prior to these demonstrations. Yet, from
what I have seen and heard from and
about him, I evaluate him as a dedicated
leader.
While I was at the demonstration,
some reporters asked if I had any sugges-
tions. I told them I had nothing to sug-
gest; that I was there to do the bidding of
our leaders. I think we must all be loyal
to responsible leadership. Lunatic fringe
groups and opporttmistic leaders are ar-
riving on the scene, trying to confuse the
issues. CORE, the NAACP, Urban League,
SCLC, SNNC and the clergy have proven
their sincerity. Let's prove our loyalty.
Let's also prove loyalty to the lofty
principles which the President has ex-
pressed and show that he is now saying
what we want said and moving toward
what we want enacted into law.
Finally, I must say I am proud of Gov-
ernor Rockefeller. He has once again dis-
played his deep concern for justice and
human rights. He has scored a ten-strike.
It is sad that his party is burdened by ob-
structionists like Senator Dirksen, Con-
gressman Miller and Senator Goldwater.
We'll see you — and them — in Wash-
ington — August 28.
Yellow Folks Label King 'Red'
I KNEW it was coming.
I could feel it coming.
So cotild Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
In many of his speeches, Dr. King has
predicted that "some of us will be called
Reds because we believe in the fatherhood
of Cod and the brotherhood of man."
King speeches and King action and
King-sized mass reaction to the truths he
both utters and lives have so disarmed
some of the poor white trash in Executive
Mansions and on Capitol Hill that they
have run out of rebuttal material.
When political white trash runs out of
answers, they reach up into a dusty old
pigeon-hole, labelled McCarthy. and bring
forth that weary jive about there being
Communists under every bedspring.
Know They Are Lying
IT DOESN'T matter to them that they
know they are lying.
Well, thank God, it won't work.
Thank God —and thank the late Mr.
McCarthy.
The majority of thinking Americans
do not want to go through a McCarthy
"guilt by association" period again when
Presidents of the United States and gen-
erals of the Army can be be-smeared and
be-smirched by propagandistic filth.
Interesting thing to me is that no one
called Bull Connor a Communist. With all
he has done for the Soviet propaganda set-
up, it looks like he would get a little credit.
As for snivelling Gov. George Wallace, he
didn't do a bad job for the Kremlin him-
self.
We are living in an interesting age.
We are seeing the strange sight of men
in high offices who have guts.
Robert Kennedy — as he is so often
wont to do — showed that he has guts the
other day when he denied that there is any
official knowledge of Communism in the
records of Dr. King or the rest of the lead-
ers of the Negro Revolution.
The President showed that he can be
his own man when he welcomed the Ne-
gro demonstration in wasrnngton..
Restored Faith
These two moves restored some of my
faith.
Faith that this is my land.
Faith that Washington is the capital
of my nation.
Faith that the venerable right of free-
dom of assembly still exists.
Faith that America does not intend
once again to become a sucker for foul-
mouthed, latrine
-minded hatemongers
whose weapons are not only police dogs,
fire hoses and the like.
y NAT D. WILLIA S
TEST BAN vs "REVOLUTION"
What's about to be said may be far-
fetched. But it could also be some fancy
food for thought.
The title of this splurge, "Test Ban
versus Revolution," has been selected to
convey the idea of contrasting forces.
"Test ban" refers to the recently formulat-
ed treaty proffered the world by the Unit-
ed States, Russia, and England to set par-
tial restrictions on nuclear testing. Na-
tions by the dozen are accepting the offer
to sign such an agreement .. . even nations
with no facilities for testing.
The word "revolution" is used here to
refer to the currently accelerated drive
American Negroes are putting on to im-
pove their lot as citizens in the United
States and the world. So far they have
performed an effective job in making the
U.S. conscious of their presence . . . even
if not convinced on what to do about it.
THE WAR CRY
Now, here's the connection, as seen from
here, between the test ban treaty and the
Negro "revolution." The treaty is designed
to ease some of the world's tensions grow-
ing out of the threat of nuclear war. The
so-called "Cold War" has had the dominant
white nations of the world . . . East and
West . . . on edge for some time. World
War II bled some of them virtually white
in manpower and resources. Then right
on the heels of that holocaust can-me the
"Cold War," with its nerve-wracking
jockeying for position in the balance of
power struggle so traditional among na-
tions.
The World War II, induced weaknesses
of the powerful ("imperial") nations and
the "Cold War" which has occupied their
attention since, permitted China to get
loose and start lopping down the road of
extreme nationalism.
The weaknesses and the Cold War per—
mitted the black nations of Africa to roll
over, as neophyte nations. A wave of
international race consciousness stirred the
darker peoples of the world . . , in Indian,
Latin-America, Indonesia, around the earth.
The war cry of the "Cold War" era is
"free-dom."
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The wave struck the shores of the
United States at its weakest point, the Ne-
gro. And he started moving too. The wave
has moved with force and and world shak-
ing results ever since. It has found its
greatest release during the distractions of
the Western and Eastern white nations
with recovering from the ravages of hot
war and the numbing battles of the "Cold
War."
Meanwhile, the black, brown, and yel-
low peoples of the world have more or
less been permitted to romp their routes.
Even the American Negro has had his
chance to "Speak up, Ike, and `spress
yo'se'f." While the cat's away the mice
do play.
But this test ban treaty is the first in-
dication that the cat is on his way back
to the house. In other words, it meana that
the "have nations" are about to work out
"a thing" that the "have-not nations" will di
find very compelling indeed. It means that mr
the closer the nations with nuclear power
and nuclear know-how get together, the
stronger will be their position in freezing
the world into a fold such as they will like
and endure.
GROWING DEMANDS
It means that once Russia gets the
nuclear monkey-fear partially off her back,
the stronger will be her position, and the
more time she will have to consolidate the
Communist dictatorship and make it look
more attractive.
Freedom from the fear of nuclear at-
tack and the accompanying ten.sions will
give the United States time to look more
closely at its Number One domestic prob-
lem, the Negro and his growing "de-
mands."
With less to fear or worry about from
the outside, nuclear war, it is to be assum-
ed that America's white majority will do
the human thing, and really start throwing
its weight around at home.
OF A BLACKJACK
If the test ban treaty is at all as effec-
tive as it is hoped to be, the Negro "revolu-
tion" will make its dying kick less than
two years from now with the determined
and firm assistance of a congealed white
majority reaction and action.
Maybe it is not too optimistic to believe
that some of the gain.i the Negro has made
during the "revolution" will be retained.
But it is perhaps more realistic to assume
that the teeth of the revolution will be
effectively pulled by the many means at
the disposal of the majority . . that
Negro leadership will be conspicuously
"persuaded" that the ways of gradualism
are much more tolerable for all concerned
than the revolutionary dictum of "Alb-
right now" . . and that Negro youth and
even the rabidly radical Black Muslims
will learn that it might be best to "wake
up and live," rather than "lie-in" and die
beneath the wheels of a bulldozer or the
continually resounding whacks of a black-
jack.
Yep, that test ban treaty has many im-
plications for the future . . . even for the
future of the Negro "revolution" in the
United States, Now, whatchubet!
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A sk Master Plan
For integration
NEW YORK — The New
York City Commission on
Human Rights called on
the Board of Education to
draft a master plan for the
full integration of all educa-
tional facilities in the city and
emphasized that this be done
immediately.
Stanley H.. Lowell, commis-
sion chairman, said the master
plan should include all steps
leading to a fully desegregated
system, including integration
.f pupils, teachers and admin-
istrative staff, and must con-
tain a time schedule.
Madison S. Jones, CCHR ex-
ecutive director, added that
"full integration" is the key.
He said: "Partial or piecemeal
integration can lead only to
failure and disappointment. We
need a crash program or some-
thing very like a crash pro-
gram — and quickly."
8-POINT POLICY
Lowell spoke in conjunction
with the release of a six-point
Policy Statement on School
Integration adopted by the full
commission at its July 25 meet-
ing at commission headquar-
ters.
Commissioner Lowell hailed
the call of Board of Educa-
tion President Max Rubin for
a meeting of Mayor Robert
Wagner, the Board and the
Commission on Human Rights
to discuss the problems to be
faced when schools open early
next month.
Lowell revealed that he joins
Rubin in his desire for such
a conference and said he has
written Mayor Wagner also,
requesting a meeting or meet-
ings, again stressing that
"efforts to seek solutions be
undertaken immediately."
Beyond the call for a time-
scheduled master plan, the
commission urged that the
board assume responsibility
for assigning pupils to schools
for integration purposes as it
now assumes responsibility for
assigning them on a neighbor-
hood basis.
BOARD'S DISCRETION
Lowell explained that the
law directs the board only to
"assign children to schools,"
that at its discretion it may
assign them to whatever
schools educational require-
ments demand.
He explained that today's
lack of equal educational op-
portunities and the need for
preparation for life in an in-
tegrated world make integra-
tion a more valid assignment
guide than any other.
The commission's statement
urges the adoption of any com-
bination or integration tech-
niques that is appropriate, in-
cluding cal'eful site selection,
re-zoning, pairing of schools1
under some version of the
"Princeton Plan," the exchange
of school populations and the
busing of children of any
ethnic glipup to other districts.
A program of community ed-
ucation and community in-
volvement also is advocated,
and that this be worked out
with CCHR.
Bar Unit Censures
Rights Protests
The American Bar Asso-
ciation's house of delegates
censured civil rights demon-
strations that intentionally
violate the law and public
officials who balk at desegre-
gation mandates of the courts.
The 258
-member policy-mak-
ing body of the ABA voted
ak overwhelmingly to approve a
II/civil rights resolution that urg-
ed settlement of racial prob-
lems at the conference table
"and not on the streets."
The chorus of "Yeas" was
followed by one loud "No"
vote Newsmen thought it
came from a member of the
Mississippi delegation, but
delegation members denied it.
DEPLORE LAWLESSNESS
The resolution, approved
unanimously earlier by the
ABA's board of governors, de-
plored "lawlessness in any
form."
"This includes demonstra-
tions which involve violence
or injury and intentional vio-
lations of law calculated to
provoke arrest and to obtain
publicity," the resolution said.
"This likewise includes the
action or inaction of public
officials who refuse to carry
out the mandates of the courts
and, in so refusing, risk in-
flaming public passions."
ORBIT OF LAW
Alfred J. Schweppe, Seattle,
Wash., chairman of the Com-
mittee on Civil Rights and Ra-
cial Unrest, which drew up
the proposal, said it instruct-
ed the natton's lawyers that
they "must insist that all
things be done within the orbit
of law."
Schweppe called on lawyers
attending the ABA'S 86th
annual meeting to assure "full
implementation" of the res-
olution.
Schweppe noted that his
committee, which included
members from Mississippi,
Alabama and Georgia, unan-
imously supported the resolu-
tion.
Asks For U. S. Referees
• To Insure Voters' Rights
•
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
(UPI) — The Justice De-
partment asked a federal
district judge to name vot-
er referees in Montgomery
county to insure equal regis-
tration practices for Negroes
and whites.
The government's petition
also asks that U.S. District
Judge Frank Johnson, Jr. or-
der registratim of several
hundred Negroes it claims
were uMarily rejected.
U.S. Atty. Arvid Sather call-
ed six white persons to the
stand who testified they were
helped by a voter registrar in
filling out application forms.
Eight Negroes, most of
whom had high school edu•
cations testified they were re-
jected as vrters because they
missed a question or failed to
answer a question on the ap-
plication forms.
The question missed by
many of the witnesses was
one which askod if the duties
and obligations of the govern-
ment would take precedence
over duties and obligations
to any other secular organiza•
tions.
Several of those testifying
said they did not know what
"secular" meant.
A young Negro college grad-
uate said she was rejected be-
cause "I didn't say I would
support the governor of Ala-
bama."
BENEFITS BOY
Michael Allen. 12, and his brother Daniel,
14. try out camping equipment made avail-
able by the Broadcasters Committee for
Scouting recently formed by four radio
and four television stations in cooperation
with the Chicago Area Council. Member
SCOUTS
stations are WBBM-TV. WBKB. WCFIL.
WON-TV, WON, WIND. WLS and WNBQ.
The Allen brothers. ‘tho belong to Troop
173. are inspecting some of the equipment
for pooled use by specially selected units.
Haitian Invaders Execute 12 Of
Duvalier's Ton Ton Suspects
PORT AU PRINCE, Hai-
ti — (UPI) — An American
businessman said here Hai-
tian exile invasion troops
executed 12 suspected
members of the government's
feared Ton Ton Macoute
(Bogeymen) at Derac before
the invaders were routed by
army regulars.
The businessman's report —
first eyewitness account of the
abortive invasion to over-
throw the government of
Francois Duvalier which start-
ed Monday — came as Haiti
opened the off-limits northeast
war zone to foreign newsmen.
"There was lots of shooting
but no real fighting," said
the businessman, who asked
that he not be identified.
The businessman was at a
sisal plantation in Derac, a
Haitian town across the Colo
River from the Dominican
frontier, when the invasion
started. One Haitian army
corporal was wounded, he re-
ported.
MANY WEAPONS
He said the raiders were
heavily armed with pistols,
tommyguns and grenades and
lined up everyone on the plan-
tation to tell them they had
nothing to fear. There was a
great deal of firing of guns
into the air before the invad-
ers, commanded by a Col. Rene
Leon, commandeered three
trucks and two cars and re-
sumed their march northward.
They pushed on down a
secondary road to nearby
Fort Liberte, he said, where
they found the usual 50-man
garrison apparently had been
withdrawn in the path of their
advance.
They encountered their first
DIGGING FOR KRUNCH-CHEE CHIPS
Defender Newsboys didn't waste anytime
reaching in the can for their share of
Klein's Krunch-Chee potato chips while
enjoying an outing at Yellow Lakey Mich.
Richard Green, district sales manager of
Klein& said he knew how well boys like to
eat so he supplied them with all of the
potato chips they could possibly, hold.
resistance at Terrier-Rouge,
only a few miles north of Fort
Liberte, and the invasion ap-
parently dissolved there.
Subsequently, the American
said, the Haitian government
ordered 12 American families
in the area removed to Cap-
Haitien, 30 miles away, but
permitted them to return to
their homes 48 hours later.
The American said there was
no indication the invaders had
escaped into the hills. The im-
plication was they had scat-
tered after being routed with
most of them heading back for
the Dominican frontier and
safety.
His report came as Dom-
inican Republic authorities
in the frontier town of Da-
jgbon — where the Haitians
charged the invasion was
mounted — questioned 14
stragglers from the invasion
force who escaped to report
their failure.
In Santo Domingo, however,
exile spokesman Paul Vernas
continued to insist that the in-
vasion force, which he put at
300 men, still was intact and
fighting, in northeastern Haiti.
It was reported the U.S. em-
bassy in Port au Prince had
authorized the return to Derac
— in the heart of the so-called
war zone — of five Wesleyan
Methodist missionaries and
their wives and children.
The invading group held at
Dajabon also reported Haitian
army regulars had captured
an unstated number of persons
aboard a truck seeking to
crash the Dominican border to
freedom.
Duvalier troop reinforce-
ments were said to have been
sent to the frontier region,
presumably to seal it off to any
further escapes from Haitian
soil of invasion force mem-
bers.
White N.Y. Cook Kills
Negro Over' Insult'
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
A short order cook, insult-
ed by a group of Negroes
as he strolled through a
honky - tonk neighborhood
just off Times Square, stabbed
one of his tormentors to death
after brooding about the in-
cident, police said.
"I was praying all along that
I would never find him again,"
police quoted Joseph Ulrich, 31,
a white man.
Ulrich, who has a burglary
record, told officers he acci-
dentally bumped into another
pedestrian on crowded 42nd
Street, knocking off the man's
hat.
He said the man told him,
"pick up the hat, Baldie" and
his companions also insulted
him. He said he gave the Ne-
gro his hat.
Ulrich said he brooded in
a Broadway restaurant, then
stole a carving knife and went
looking for the men.
After about an hour, Ulrich
said, he saw one of the men
standing outside a theater,
walked up to him and stabbed
him three times without say-
ing a word.
Then, he said, he fled into
a crowd as Alvin Shinnery,
20, bled to death on the side-
walk.
Ulrich was picked up later
and booked on a homicide
charge. He blamed the incident
on his "humiliation" by the
Negroes, police said.
Ask Mandatory Fund Cut
For Area's Of Race Bias
WASHINGTON -- (UPI)I
— Atty. Gen. Robert F.
Kennedy revealed that the
administration was re-
vamping its proposal for
cutting off federal funds
where discrimination exists.
Two Republican Senators im-
mediately called on him to
make the barring of funds
mandatory.
Kennedy declined to reveal
the possible changes in Presi-
dent Kennedy's civil rights
package which, as it is written,
would give the administra-
tion discretionary authority to
withhold money.
The Attorney General said
he wanted to discuss the
changes with senators and
congressmen who sponsored
the package before submit-
ting it to congress.
In his seventh appearance
beim.' the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Kennedy asked
Sen. Sam J. Ervin, D-N. C.,
to postpone questioning on this
section until the changes were
made.
Sens. Kenneth B. Keating,
R-N. Y., and Hugh Scott, R-
Pa., immediately said the sec-
tion was unsatisfactory and
asked Kennedy to make it a
mandatory cutoff. Scott said
the language should he chang-
ed to "Making the section
meaningful and not purely
persuasive."
New 'Skills Banks'Will
Funnel Job Seeker To
Employers Needing Them
LOS ANGELES—A grant of
$100,000 from the Rockefel-
ler Brothers Fund, to establish
a national 'skills bank" of
qualified Negro workers, was
announced by the National
Urban League.
The new employment set-
up will bring together the
Negro job-seeker and pros-
pective employers through-
out the nation.
Henry Steeger of New York,
NUL president, said the
Skills Bank will provide a
reservoir from which can be
drawn a broad range of quali-
fied Negro workers to help
meet the manpower needs of
the country.
Mr. Steeger made the an-
nouncement at the closing
session of the 1963 National
Conference of the Urban
League at the Statler Hilton
hotel.
"Increasing demands have
been placed cn the limited re-
sources of the Urban League
by business, industry andgovernment who seek League
assistance in locating quali-
fied workers for jobs at all
levels," he said.
"These demands are partly
the result ot the Urban
League's challenge to the re-
sponsible leaders of the nation
to undertake a massive 'Mar-
shall Plan' program of inten-
sified special effort to close
the wide eccnomic, social and
educational gap which sepa-
rates the lsrge majority of
Negro citizens from other
Americans," he continued.
In this eh:Menge the Urban
League stressed the need for
a conscious planned effort to
place qualified Negroes in all
types of employment and in
positions of responsibility in-
cluding lower and upper man-
agement positions.
'The Rockefeller Brothers
Fund grant will supplement
present League resources and
make it possible for us to
meet these increasing de-
mands," Mr. Steeger said.
"This still be a nationally-
coordinatO effort. Our task
will be to identify and re-
cruit individuals who possess
the skills or the potentials
required; to collect informa-
tion on their qualifications;
and to receive job orders from
employers.
"The establishment of such
a national Skills Bank will
bring together workers and
prospective employers no mat-
ter where in the nation they
may he located. For example,
an applicant registered in
Dayton, Ohio, will also be
registered in a master file in
our national headquarters 1st
New Yorks"
"The program will involve
the cooperation of local Ur-
ban League cffices in 85 cities,
and will be coordinated
through the League's regional
offices in 1 os Angeles, At-
lanta, and Washington, D.C.
The provam will be headed
by a director with headquar-
ters in New York. Assistants
will operote from each of the
League's three regional of-
fices. In every Urban League
city applicants and employers
will be invitsd to register with
the Skills Bank It is expected
that by September the Bank
will be opened"
In commenting on the pro-
gram and the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund grant for the
first year's operation, Lau-
rence S. Rockefeller, president
of the Fund, said:
"The national Skills Bank
will help to Ming the skilled
Negro job-seeker and the
prospective employer togeth-
er. It will make a significant
contribution to the drive for
equal employment opportu-
nity, and we of the Fund con-
gratulate the Urban League
for the deselopment of this
new. program. We are glad to
have a part in it."
Arraign 2 White Jersey Youths
k Slaying During Race Flare
JERSEY CITY, N. J. —
(UPI) — Two white youths
were arraigned and held
without bail in the shotgun
slaying of a 14-year-old Ne-
gro girl, Serina Taylor.
Vincent Lanza, 21, was
charged with firing the blast
which cut the girl down Fri-
day night as she sat with a
group of other Negroes. James
D'Apolito, 20, who was with
Lanza before the shooting
took place, was charged with
assault with intent to kill. A
rock fight preceded the killing.
Seven other men, both white
and Negro, were held in $2,500
bail each as material witness-
es.
Jersey City's 16 - member
Civil Rights Commission for
Human Rights, which was to
be sworn in at clty hall, met
and discussed Serina's slaying.
In a joint statement, inte-
grationists said the slaying
was "not an isolated incident."
Francis Cooper, vice presi-
dent of the Jersey City chap-
ter of CORE, read a state-
ment for CORE and the NAA-
CP:
"Serina Taylor's death is
not an isolated incident," it
said. "Such deaths have hap-
pened in the past; blacks
against whites and whites
against blacks. Segregation
breeds the conditions that lead
to this type of tragedy.
"The community's failure to
acknowledge that Serina Tay-
lor's death was a product of
racial tensions will do nothing
more than perpetuate these
tensions. The citizens of Jer-
sey City are both shocked and
ashamed that this tragedy has
taken place.
"It is not enough to sympa-
thize or condemn. Black and
white of Jersey City must
wake up and stop sitting back.
They must realize that vio-
lence is no solution to the
segregation that exists in Jer-
sey City. They must speak up
of themselves and through or-
ganizations and peacefully
participate in the elimination
of segregation in Jersey City."
White And Colored Workcampers
Being Harassed In Tennessee
CINCINNATI — Harass- was brought against Negro
ment of Negroes and white leader, John McFerron. Pres-
sympathizers, in some cases, ident of the Original Fayette
improved race relations, in County Civic and Welfare
other cases have followed an League, on July 10. McFerron
early summer workcamp in has set forth all the facts of
Haywood County, Tennessee. the case in a public statement.
This workcamp, the sixth in He lists adequate proof that
the area, launched a Negro he is not guilty, but he was
voter registration drive which declared guilty by Judge A. V.
has been continued after the Luck. It is alleged by the Ne-
close of the workcamp by local gro community that this suit
workers and visiting students, is an attempt to discredit one
Haywood County Negro fam- of Fayette County's most ef-
ilies have been threatened for fective Negro leaders by the
housing white workcampers U.S. Justic Department under
who worked on their farms. the 1957 Civil Rights Act, for
Workcampers were frequent- intimidating the voter reg-
ly stopped by police. Several istration efforts led by John
were arrested and fined on McFerren and others. Due to
traffic charges. the work of the Original Fay-
Since the workcamp has ette County Civic and Web-
ended, the voter registration fare League, these men were
workers have extended their for many months under a re-
drive also into Fayette Coon- strainisg order issued by a
ty, where sit-ins are also being Federal Judge.
held for the first time. There
they were met with threats of
violence as six carloads of
white genes, armed with
ropes and weapons, camped
across the street from the
building where they were
housed. One group of voter
registration workers was fol-
lowed down the highway at
high speed. The occupants of
the car yelled out, "You bet-
ter get out of Fayette County
or you're going to get killed."
The incident and the license
number of the car were re-
ported to the FBI and sheriff.
CANDIDATES
At a mass meeting several
Negroes announced their in-
tention to run as candidates
in the coming election. Rev.
June Dowdy, Vice President
of the Original Fayette Coun-
ty Civic and Welfare League,
has already announced his in-
tention to run for County Tax
Assessor. Allen Yancey, Pres-
ident of the local NAACP,
has stated that he will run
for a county office. These
will be the first Negroes to
run for office in Fayette Coun-
ty since Reconstruction.
Lines of hot and exhausted
sharecroppers have stood out-
side the Fayette County Court-
house. On the last registration
day, nearly one hundred were
registered. Records show that
the Negro total has already
become equal to the white
In the three years since Ne-
gro voter registration.
The most outstanding ha-
rassing action in this area has
been a pater, suit which
SIGNIFICANT
It is also significant to the
case that the State of Ten-
nessee has recently passed new
'Newburgh, NY" legislation
dealing with Welfare pay-
ment's to women who have
illegitimate children. These
payments are discontinued un-
less the mother first names the
father and attempts court ac-
tion to make the father pay
the support costs.
After the trial, Sheriff C. E.
Pattat said to John McFer-
ron, "Why don't you com-
promise, and stop the sit-ins?"
"You haven't seen anything
yet," John McFerren answer-
ed. McFerren is appealing the
case.
A half dozen groups of teen-
agers have attempted to use
the white sections of restau-
rants, drug stores, and the
Sommerville movie house.
They were turned away. One
group was threatened with a
pistol. An affidavit on this
matter was filed with the U.S.
Justice Department. According
to local Ni gross, Somerville
has been bi acing itself for a
larger sit-in mbvement to
come. The sheriff has deputized
local whites.
The first Integrated facilities
were reported in Brownsville,
in Haywood County, this
month. The Library is now
integrated and so is the bus
stop. Negro policemen haw
been added to the police force
for the first time.
Workcampers, who attended
the early summer workcamp,
who chopped cotton and talk-
ed to Negroes about voting,
represented Swartmore Col-
lege, Sarah Lawrence College,
and Ohio State University.
Fayette and Haywood County
workcamps are coordinated in
Cincinpati by Mrs. Virg*
Hortenstine, 5541 Hanley Road,
Cincinnati 39, Ohio. Sponsor-
ing organizations for the work-
camps are the Baptist Ministers
Conference of Cincinnati, the
Race Relations Committee of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
of Friends (Quakers), the Cin-
cinnati Chapter of Operation
Freedom, International Volun-
tary Service (American
branch of Service Civil Inter-
national) and Miami (Ohio)
Quarterly Meeting of Quakers.
Part of the workcamp pro-
ject is the raising of funds for
building materials for the
Fayette County Community
Center, where the workcamp•
era will continue to do cons
struction work in August, as
they have done in three pre-
vious workcamps.
In exchange for the Swart-
more and Sarah Lawrence
College workcampers, a group
of Fayette and Haywood Coun-
ty Students went to Philadel-
phia for a workcamp in the
downtown area there. In ad-
dition to working along with
local students to renovate
houses of needy Philadelphia,
they were entertained with
sightseeing.
The Committee brought the
workcampers back to their
homes in Fayette and Hay-
wood Counties, it was im-
mediately stopped in Browns-
ville by the police and the
driver was fined heavily on
minor charge. Workcampers,
however, experienced no false
arrests or police brutality as
there had been last year and
the year before since Negro
voter registration began.
Stamp-Paid Trip
TYLER. Texas, — (UPI)
Three Tyler men have possi-
bly collected enough trading
stamps for ac expense-paid
trip to thc penitentiary.
Police chalred Johnny Ray
Thompson, 28 with stealing
more than $51, worth of the
stamps from a local super-
mm ket. Algernon Jackson, 27,
and Rufus Pullum, 29, were
charged with rece4ving sfl
concealing the stol stamp
a •
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• By MARJORIE I. ULEN
Just betore another school enjoyed delicious and succulent
year gets underway, there's fare, including barbecued
been those last days' scramble meats and chicken, spaghetti,
to have a last fling at the good slaw and an assortment of
'ole Summertime. News about beverages.
town centers around the corn- Some of the convivial ones
ings and goings-on of vacation-
ers.
DID YOU KNOW . . . MRS.
NANNIE CHILDS and her
daughter RUBY ROSE have
been the house guests of
MRS. ANGIE MITCHELL of
1436 So. Orleans - a member
of TSD's advertising staff?
They have been enjoying the
long visiting interlude since
June 1st. Mrs. Childs, a cousin
of Mrs. Mitchell, formerly of
Stutgart, Ark., resides with
her husband, Clarence, a re-
tired Army officer at West
Helena, Ark.
Mrs. Child's, a teacher at
Helena, a very genial young
woman who is a graduate of
Arkansas A. M. & N., received
her MA at Arkansas State Uni-
versity at Fayetteville, and
has done further graduate
study at UCLA in California.
While here, she has enjoyed
another study interlude at
Memphis State Univ.
DOZEN LINKS
ADDING INTEREST TO
THE LATE SUMMER SCENE
, .. THE TWELVE LINKS SO-
CIAL CLUB entertained more
than 200 guests at a patio pic-
nic on the beautiful and spa-
cious lawns of Lula and Ike
Wilson on Azalia Street last
Saturday evening.
There, the grounds were
at this festive occasion were
The John Cobbs, the Taylor
Wards, the A. B. Blands, the
Willie Haydens, the H. L.
Jacksons, Lacenia Cain, Mary
Roberts, Frances Hazzell, Er-
nestine Kirkwood, James Mor-
ton, the Leo Winfreys, the
Jesse Sanders, Pauline Wells,
S. L. Brookins, Barbara Car-
ter, Fred Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Maple Pigue, Oliver Har-
ris, the James Smiths, the Ar-
tie Fitzgeralds, the Harold
Crawfords, Ophelia VanPelt,
Robert McNeil, Booker Brice,
George Holloway, the William
Branches, Laura Bell Gerald,
Helen Thompson, Robert Mose-
ly, the Lomas Paynes, the
James Hortons, the Percy
Millers, Delores Gilmore, Sher-
man Miller, the Cleotris Brit-
tenums, Mrs. W. A. Miller,
George Nelson, CleotrLs Brit-
tenum, Jr. and Cheryl Brit-
tenum, Rose Hood, Henry
Ford, Johnnie Turner, James
Rutherford, Wordie Black, Ada
Jackson, the Samuel Harris,
Jr., the Roscoe Colemans, the
Frank Lees, Jesse Ross, the
1..eo DeWats and the Claude
Strongs.
Still more . . . The Willie
Moores, the Tommie Elrods,
the Willie MitchelIs, Lit Coe,
Sally Ann Coe, Betty Joyce
Snowden, the Hohn Milams,
decorated with hundreds of Eldridge Cash, the Ben Gun-
colorful balloons, and guests ters, the Edward Evans' Char-
lene McGraw, 011ie Mitchell,
Walter Thompson, Bertrand
Shores, Robert Brewer, Ivy
Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. Donoho,
Vera Jones, Lewis Williamson,
and the William Trices.,
Responsible for the beauti-
ful picnic were Twelve Links
hostesses: O'Nelia Brookins,
Lula Wilson, Norma Ford, Lu-
cia Miller, Dorothy Harris,
Marguerite Alexander, Willie
M. Ross, Evelyn Cash, Emma
Coe, Anne Brewer, Bernice
Harris and Hattie Holloway.
PICNIC
ANNUAL SMORSGASBORD
. . . ALPHA BETA CHAPTER
OF ALPHA PI CHI SORORI-
TY held their annual Smorgas-
bord and picnic outing at Riv-
erside Park Picnic Area, Sun-
day evening, August 4. Tables
were draped with multi-color-
ed cloths, with centerpieces of
basket-cut watermelons filled
with assorted fruits.
Barbecued chicken and ribs,
potato salad, slaw and other
expected delicious picnic fare,
including homemade ice cream
and cake, made "easy summer
living" for The Albert Carrs,
Annie McGhee, Rosa Fields,
Dorothy Williams, Wilda Bea
Cunningham, Susie Currie, Pol-
ly Swayze, Eunice Carruthers,
Daisy McQuiller, Clara Parks,
Emma Lee Wilson, Milda Na-
bors, Jessie Smith, Chester La-
nier, Thomas Douglas, Edwina
Hudson, Helen Jean Turner,
Ellen Ransom . all delighted
with their hostesses, Thelma
Davidson, Maggie Newson, Sel-
ma Smith, Lucille Gist, Min-
nie Lee Allen, Foster Wilson
and Susie Hightower.
IN AND OUT Or TOWN
FROM BALTIMORE came
RICHARD (DICK) AND LA-
VADA HOBSON . . . to look
in on their families and scads
of friends.
JACKSONVILLE, FLORI-
DA'S suave JOHN BETSCH is
the house guest of his friend
WILLIAM (BILLY) SPEIGHT
and DR. AND MRS. W. 0.
SPEIGHT, Jr. Both John and
Billy graduated from The
Wooster School at Danbury,
Connecticut in June, and this
visit will have to hold a long
time now, as they now go their
separate ways . . . Billy to
Yale, and John to Fisk, come
September. John's date on the
many teen parties and gath-
memphislit HOUSE OF CARPETS, inc.
1422 AIRWAYS BLVD. MEMPHIS, TENN. 38114
LAST WEEK!
FREE OF EXTRA CHARGE HEAVY 32 OZ. RUBBERIZED PAD
WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:
SIZE COLOR & TYPE SALE REG,
12x8 BEIGE & NYLON $ 45.50 $ 84.95
15x8' WHITE & NYLON 57.50 107.95
15x95 GREEN & WOOL 97.50 185.95
15x22' BLUE & WOOL 165.50 301.95
15x10' BEIGE & WOOL 69.50 135.95
12x14' BEIGE & WOOL 76.50 151.95
12x10' BEIGE & ACRILAN 57.50 126.95
15x10 LIME & NYLON 84.50 149.95
12x7 LIME & NYLON 41.50 84.95
12x16 LIME & NYLON 93.50 179.95
12x8' SAND & WOOL 58.50 112.95
9x11 FLORAL & WOOL 48.50 104.95
12x85 FLORAL & WOOL 48.50 104.95
Phone 327-4101
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HONORED AT RECEPTION
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Farmer are shown
cutting the cake during a reception held
for them at 1319 Adelaide at. The bride Is
the former Miss Evelyn Boykin, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boykin.
Given in marriage by her brother, the bride
.01*
wore a lace dress with chiffon skirt. The
ceremony was held in the home of the
groom's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher
Farmer, with Rev. J. H. Patton officiating.
McChriston Photo)
erings was lovely Ann Buford,
who is preparing to enter How-
ard University in Washington.
LOUIS AND CLARA HOB-
SON, and their CLARICE,
SANDRA, LOUIS B. JR., and
Clara's mother, Mrs. Lavendar,
have been away on a vacation
log which took them to Nash-
ville, Cleveland and Detroit.
KANSAS CITY, Mo's JOHN
AND ORA LEE O'NEAL have
been visiting last week with
Mrs. A. 4. Owens, Sr., A. B.
Owens, and William and Addie
Owens, all Ora's family. In
their honor, party - hostesses
ALLIE MAE ROBERTS, BEN-
NIE G. WILLIAMS AND
MAEDELLA REEVES teamed
up to give a smart at fresco
party last Friday night on the
patio of Allie Mae and Bob
Roberts at 2024 South Park-
way East.
There Rose Robinson, Edith
Thornton, BENNIE and her
husband Curtis Williams, Mar-
garet Rivers, Vi and Harry
Haysbert, Allie Mae and Bob,
MaeDella and your scribe en-
inVed the fine epicurean menu
that was the handiwork of
the close three-some, and cen-
tered their attention of the
kenial John O'Neals-a viva-
cious pair to be sure.
CARRIE AND BILL NA-
BORS and MR. NABORS have
as their guest their brother
and son, EMMETT NABORS
of Roanoke, Va.
GEORGIA DANCY AND
JUANITA ARNOLD left for
St. Louis last week, to meet
Juanita's daughter, 'Janet A.
Seymour, before continuing
their motor trip to Philadel-
phia, to look in on their sick
sister and aunt, Frances, who
is hospitalized there.
FROM THE CITY OF
BROTHERLY LOVE came
CHRISTOPHER M. ROULHAC,
JR. to visit with his parents,
Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Roulhac,
and his sister and brother-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Philip S.
Booth, before going on to De-
troit to pick up his son, Chris
III, who was a counselor at
the Detroit Y's camping pro-
gram. While Chris was making
the southern circuit, his spouse,
Nell Roulhac and daughter Ag-
nes Yvonne were in New York
City attending the Delta Con-
vention.
LUNCHEON GUESTS
MRS. W. 0. SPEIGHT, Jr.
of 1865 So. Parway East com-
plimented MRS. PAUL V.
(LOUISE ILES) COLLINS and
daughter PAULA, at a beau-
tiful luncheon last Tuesday
afternoon. The handsome din-
ing room of the Speight's home
was a smart scene, the table
overlaid with a sandlewood
.112552552513=i22252756-62252952RSis ,56e5,32225-61582.9525222,756LC5Z522.2.R.Mise2SZS2522S2S225=9.562552SMSMSZSZZAMIR2S-67.02
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Men MN
3•WAY COMBINATION
• 23"• TELEVISION
• RADIO
• FULL STEREO PHONOGRAPH Visit Our
Showroom
NO MONEY DOWN!
2 YEARS TO PAY
ALL NEW
FOR 163
CALL
278-0781
FOR A FREE
PRESENTATION
WITH
3-D VIEWER
1 • 282 sq. in. vie.obls 1picrur• oriso
I
FREE NONE PRESENTATION
FREE- With Every Muer
Cssibloislits Perelissisl
10 STEREO ALBUMS!
firm*. -
II*
........
63,
ii
MANY
MODELS
TO
SELECT
FROM!
RITT TV, INC. MUNTZ
245 N. CLEVELAND 
TV
278-0781 Of,m Monday Thfu Soturdoy,10 to 9
wsz9s6/02sa-st7esrvizgmsz9c2sszsw?sewszseses56eszszsr,ewwstszszszsrs688-22..
linen cloth, with a formal cen-
terpiece of gold and yellow
marigolds in alone 'chine cen-
ter-piece. Also attending the
beautiful affair were Mrs.
Speight's son, Billy, and his
house guest, John Betsch of
Jackscrnville, Fla., Lynne M.
Ulen, your scribe and Dr. W.
0. Speight, Jr.
CHARLES AND EVELYN
ILES AND DAUGHTER, KA-
THY, have motored to Mar-
shall, Texas, with their sister
Louise Collins and Paula and
Pamela. From Marshall, they
will continue to Dallas and
over to SIX FLAGS OVER
TEXAS, the Lone Star State's
version of amusement, a la
Disneyland and Freedom
Land.
BUBBLING LIKE CHAM-
PAGNE WITH EXCITEMENT
was BEULAH PRESTON last
week-end, as she called one
and all to say how she was
tickled "pink" with the dis-
tinctive rose and white Coupe
De Ville Cadillac her husband,
Floyd Preston, surprised her
with, in honor of their twelfth
Wedding anniversary.
MRS. WALTER R. FLOW-
ERS, JR., is recuperating at
her home, 2026 Dunne Road,
following surgery at E. H.
Crump Hospital. We wish her
a speedy recovery-and oodles
of pretty tokens of affection.
Condolences and kind ex-
pressions of sympathy were
extended to DR. AND MRS.
LELAND L. ATKINS last
Friday on learning of the sud-
den death of Dr. Atkins' moth-
er, Mrs. Harvey Atkins of
Cleveland, Ohio, The Atkins
flew to Cleveland last Satur-
day for the funeral, and will
later go to North Carolina
where interment will take
place. We have had the pleas-
ure of enjoying the company
of the charming and gracious
Mrs. Atkins, who was a fre-
quent visitor in Memphis. Our
sympathy is further extended
to Dr. Atkins's father, Harvey
Atkins of Cleveland, Ohio.
CONGRATULATIONS are
extended to LeMoyne profes-
sor, LIONEL ARNOLD, on his
appoitment as Acting Dean of
the College. Mr. Arnold will
be returning to Memphis aft-
er three years doctoral study
on September 23.
CALLING ALL COLLE-
GIANS . . . Mark this Friday,
"Race Riots And
Strikes Harm
Guiana Economy
GEORGETOWN, B r i t-
ish Guiana - Strikes and race
riots have seriously damaged
this country's economy, Sir
Ralph Grey, Governor, declar-
ed.
Loss in sugar and bauxite
alone has been estimated at
$17,400,000. This represents
one-eighth of the current year's
production.
Joint consultative machine-
ry for settling labor troubles
is called for in a bill which
the governor intends to intro-
duce in parliament.
August 23rd, and Curries
Club Tropicana as the time
and place of BETA TAU
CHAPTER OF ALPHA KAP-
PA ALPHA'S ANNUAL
BACK - TO -SCHOO L
DANCE, which traditionally is
a scene of gay repartee, with
many solemn promises to
write and keep in touch, as
the college crowd prepare to
go their far-flung ways to
'halls of ivy' in quest of higher
education. Be there to see col-
lege friends before they start
packing bags and trunks for
those glorious college days.
DROP US A NOTE, telling
of vacations not reported, and
attendances at various uni-
versities throughout the coun-
try.
ELLA JOHNSON TURNER
and children have returned to
Los Angeles after a five week
visit with her sisters Mildred,
Grace and Fannie.
After many fetes during
their sojourn, a farewell party
was given for Valerie, Ann and
Charlene Turner by Jo Ann
O'Neil, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton O'Neil of 1159
Argyle.
Music, small talk and tasty
menu were enjoyed by teen-
agers Joyce Cooper, Peggy
Prater, Dianne Barnes, Bren-
da and Richard Burns, James
Herndon. Thomas Malone,
Luke Weathers, Jr., Vets
Bridges, Christy Miller, Frank
Lewis, Jr., Jackie Pride, Ed-
mond O'Neil, Larry Barnes,
Eugene and Ronald Dunigan.
BAUR
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PANT'S 54"
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COVINGTON, Tenn. -Ev-
ery man and worn who is
now or expect to be seeking
work in the foreseeable future
is asked to file a work appli-
cation at the State Employ-
ment Security office at 204
West Pleasant St.,' in Coving-
ton, said W. D. (Bud) Huffman,
office manager, earlier this
week.
Huffman said that the work
applications will be used as
part of an inventory of the
skills and abilities the area has
to offer industrial prospects
who are considering sites for
plant locations.
Plans for the manpower in-
ventory were discussed by
community leaders during a
meeting held Aug. 8 at Tip-
ton County Courthouse here,
when State Employment Serv-
ice Director Henry R. Burkitt,
of Nashville, was the main
speaker.
County leaders, mayors of
municipalities, aldermen, in-
dustrialists, school officials,
Do you Want
A Job?-File
Application
'church leaders, representatives
of government agencies and
others heard Burkitt offer as-
surance that the Employment
Secnrity Department is in a
position to hel) the communi-
ty ascertain the skills of the
people
-"who the workers
are, where they are, and what
they have to offer."
• • "When work applications
have been filed in the Coving-
ton office, we will start as-
sembling the facts for those
who are working to promotejob opportunities," Burkitt as-
serted. _
Chairman James A. Conner
of the Tipton County Develop-
ment Committee, voiced the
belief that local leaders will
offer all possible assistance in
determining the area's man-
power resources.
During a lively floor dis-
cussion, Norman Hershberger,
chairman of human resources
for the Development Commit-
tee, questioned if the survey
would require several months
of planning.
"Application taking will be-
gin at once and the entire sur-
vey, including testing and
counseling services for high
school students, will be com-
pleted within 90 days," replied
Rural Area Specialist Miss
Avondale Rawls of the Em-
ployment Security department.
Miss Rawls and Assistant State
Employment Service Director
Ralph H. Hughes accompanied
Burkitt to Covington for the
meeting.
23 Awarded Certificates
By MRS. ODESSA PERSON
Twenty-three volunteer 4-H
adult and junior leaders re-
ceived certificates last week
indicating their successful com-
pletion of the 4-H Leadership
in Depth Course. The seven
sessions were held at the Fa-
yette County Training School
beginning June 18 and ending
Aug. 3.
Ernest Brazzle, Assistant
County Agent of Shelby Coun-
ty gave the commencement ad-
dress. He emphasized the im-
portance of dedicated leaders
in youth developement work.
He reminded the leaders that
the success of 4-H Club work
would depend upon their dedi-
cation and unselfish service.
This special leadership
training course was planned
and conducted by Mrs. Bessie
R. Jones and James C. Greg-
ory, extension agents in c,
operation with the State 4-1
Department.
Twenty-three adult and jun-
ior leaders who received cer-
tificates were: Mrs. Ruth Coch-
ran, Mrs. Malinda McGhee,
Mrs. Susie Morrow, Mr. Mon-
roe Norman, Mrs. Zelia Whit-
throne, Mrs. Gertrude Person,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, Miss
Elizabeth Ann Ware, Mrs. Ruth
Ewell, Mrs. Mary E. Jones,
Miss Edna Stewart, Mrs. Opal
Franklin, Mr. James Earley,
Mrs. Odessa Person, Mrs. Fran-
cis Earley, Mrs. Elizabeth
Gray, Mrs. Annie Tate, Mrs.
Pattie Jones, Mrs. Vennetta
Gray, Mrs. Mable Walker, Mr.
Edward Gray, Miss Hortense
Bolden, and Mrs. Jessie Bol-
den,
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111119
Sentence Couple who Beat
Aged Cripple For $6 Loot
VANCOUVER, B. C. - (UPI)
- Two thieves who beat a
Vancouver cripple with his
crutch and then stole $6 from
him were sentenced in Mag-
istrate's Court.
Abe Fast, 59, said Norman
James Sanford, 27. and Re-
becca King, 21, broke into his
room July 22, grabbed his
crutch and began beating him
with it.
Sanford was sentenced to
one year. Rebecca King receiv-
ed six months.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
IT'S NEW!
IT'S DIFFERENT! •
Do as °fliers are doing.
Become a member of .
BLUFF CITY FISH CLUB NO..5
only $1.00 a year per member.
Members 195-P on every pound of fish purchased at
BLUFF CITY FISH MARKET NO. 5
110 .1...bi.oit Ave., Memphis, Toon:- !:;! 1:051
t OTILER QUALITY SEAFOOD BELOW IILELLAR RETAIL COST`
i 10111 ML9IISERS5IIP LAVEILLS YOU TO lug, FOLLOWINti
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MY' UDY'S BEAUTY SALON
519 VANCE JA 7-7750
NEWLY DECORATED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
COMPLETLY MODERN
Shampoo Bowl In Each Booth - Air Condition
Plenty Parking Space
We Work By Appointments
Open 9 A.M. Until
(Booth Rent Very Reasonable)
Working Conditions Very Pleasant
"We Have Openings For New Operators"
We Specialize In - Permanents - Coloring -
Individual Styling & Consultation
Mr. ROBERT WRIGHT, Owner
Mrs. M. MYRTLE SMITH, Manager
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• IAKEVIEWING WITH GERM
cases of beverages, hair styles,
haircuts, oil lubes and gasoline,
groceries, record albums, cera-
mics and many, many others.
Some of the winners were Mrs.
Elene Phillips, Mrs. Bertha
Johnson, Dr. Ralph Jackson,
Mrs. Lawrence Bridges and
Mr. A. D. Miller.
Chief wheelers and dealers
in the barbecue, beans and
slaw department were Anne
and Oscar Simpson who had
done their usual thorough best
- the proof of the pudding
is in the eating - not even a
bean was left!
The spearheader of this fes-
tival Prexy Earls, ably assist-
Nedra Smith, were the Felton ed by Chairman Harold Good-
Earls, Nedra and "Smitty" rich and chief committeemenja Smith and their little ones,
411. and Mary Ethel and Jimmy
Jones and siblings with niece
Charlotte from Birmingham.
Very much a-beam over the
recent success of the Lake-
view Country Festival were
members of the Civic Club and
all of Lakeview, generally.
SIMPSON'S PLACE
The spacious picnic grounds
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Simp-
son provided the setting for
this festive function Friday
evening last. Enjoying this
convivial outing and the fun-
for-al/ divertissements were
Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson
and daughters, the Robert Mc-
Ferrens, the Felton Earls, the
Harold Goodriches, the James
Somervilles, the James Smiths,
the Joseph Atkinses, the W. L.
Jamisons, the Ortie Carrs, Bill
Nabors, the Harold Galloways
•with Lynn Jones, the Kenneth
Whalums, the Utillus Phillips,'
the Benny Olivers, the Samuel
Polks, (she's formerly Char-
lotte Brooks), the John Tates,
the Henry Neales, Bernice R.
Howard, Dr. and Mrs. Hollis
Price, A. B. Bland, the Leon
Springfields, the Morris Grays,
the Fred Garners, Doris Sod-
den, the Richard Duvalls, the
Ulysses Truitts, the Alonzo
Youngs, the Andrew Mitchells,
Alice Johnson ("Miss Le-
Moyne"), John Riley, the Sam
Peaces, the Walter Goodmans,
L. Winfro, Sallie Thomas, Julia
Vaughn, Carlene Henry, Thel-
ma Johnson, Eddie Rideout, the
Owen Toggles, the Curtis
Bridgeses with house guest
Mrs. Dempsey Merriweather,
the D. F. Amoses, Alice Hen-
ry, the Cenner Pointers, Ber-
tha Johnson, with house guests
Mrs. Airedell 0. Jones, sister
of Dr. W. S. Davis, prexy of
AnkTSU and his son, Ivan, the
WA. D. Millers, the Cecil Mit-
chells, the G. C. Browns and
daughter, Carol, Ruth Coulter,
the Bill Littles, the Barbees,
the Robert Mebanes, Bessie
Brown, Geneva Berry, the
Lamondues, the Howard Cash-
es, the James Levisons, the
Matthews Nichols, Frances
Davis, Mae Blanchard and
Siblings, Mrs. Vernice Terry
of Sacramento (Dr. and Mrs.
Jackson's house guests) and
Mrs. Adair - these were only
a handful this diarist glimpsed
of the more than 500 in at-
tendance.
Many games were played
and prizes were given for
the sack races, egg games and
the bridge, whist and twists
sessions. Winners received gifts
donated by community and in-
town merchants; some were
SUMMER PARTIES
Gaiety continues to reign
supreme throughout the long,
hot summer with this scribe's
party-loving playmates as she
ponders their indefatigability.
• • •
Thursday soir Mrs. L B.
Tinsley and Sgt. Theodore
Cunningham were the raison
d'etre for a happy evening at
Martha and Harold Galloway's
ever so lovely abode. Mrs.
Tinsley is Martha's mother and
Theodore her brother, who
was en route to Korea via Cal-
ifornia from Fort Knox. Prime
ingredients for this fresh water
fish caught by Martha and
Carolyn and Fred Garner,
Joyce Springfield, Morris
Gray, Mildred Mitchell, Ern-
estine McFerren. Verasteine
Goodrich, Merle Mebane, Mar-
tha Galloway, Jeanette and
Ortie Carr, Di. Jackson, James
Somerville, Gloria Tuggle and
Helen Tate. Our hats are eft
to this splendid group that did
a magnificient job!!!
The charming' home of Mr.
and Mrs. M. L. Jamison was
the scene of difun and frivolity
last week When Lee hosted
the Coterie's annual picnic. The
Dan Langford-made mouth-
watering morsels and potent
potables launched a lively
evening incleted for Mr. and
Mrs. James Speight (she's the
prexy), Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Lindsey, Mrs. Flora Cochrane,
Mr. and Mrs. Cole, Mr and
Mrs. Thomas McClellan, Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Weed. Mrs.
Daisy Hodge and daughters,
Dr. and Mrs. H. R. Jackson
and their house guests Mr. and
Mrs. William Terry from Sac-
ramento, Mr. and Mrs. James
Levison, Mrs. Mae Blanchard,
Mrs. Frances Davis, Mrs. Thel-
ma Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Or-
tie Carr, Miss Ada Ateman,
Mrs. Estelle Eggleston, Miss
Goldsby, Mrs. Harry Fletcher,
Mrs. Joyce Springfield and
Mrs. Christine Ford of Wash-
ington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cash,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cash and
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Washburn
have just returned from a
fortnight with brother-son
Joseph Cash in Portsmouth,
New Hampshire . . . Mrs. Wal-
ter Evans planed to Minnesota
to join hubby and the two
flew to New York City where
she will attend the National
Convention of Delta Sigma
Theta .. . Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Miller arrived Saturday from
the Motor City to spend a few
days with brother and sister-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Mil-
ler.
Needless to say, all of the
Millers are fun-lovers and im-
mediately upon their arrival,
Hester and A. D. had a late
evening cocktail-whist session
with a few of their cronies
joining them . Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Boyd and Janet McFer-
ren have just returned from a
delightful stay in the Windy
City . . . Norman Love of
Miami planed in for a few
days with his fiance. Bar-
bara Cash, and her family .. .
Cecil Mitchell is back after a
summer stint at Kansas State
in Manhattan where he delved
into the earth scienes for
eight weeks.
• 74 a Bo a
TWO MILK
\.a
A:Isla-al-74"....)'
!
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURE"
Fondly
and mak'
BOTH
(4. FOREST EU
WHOLE Mkt
FOR
VIGOR
COLETTA'S TAILORS
129 BEALE ST. 525 • 9395
BACK TO SCHOOL
ANNUAL SALE STARTS AUGUST 9th
ID CONTINUES THRU AUGUST 3Ist.
2 pc. suits MADE TO MEASURE - ANY STYLE
•
Regular Price On Sale Down Payment
To $72.50 $49.95 $20.00
And
$52.50
TROUSERS - Made to Measure - Any Style
Regular On Sale Down Payment
To $25.00 $16.95 $5.00
UNCALLED FOR TAILORED SUITS
$19.95 - $25.00 & 29.95 - CASH ONLY
No Alterations at this special price.
UNCALLED FOR TAILORED TROUSERS
$9.95 - 11.95 - 12.95 - CASH ONLY
Na Alterations at this special price.
We also have a few winter weight BLAZERS
which we are closing out at $16.95 - $5.00 down
DEFENDER
MRS. VELVET JEAN BUTLER
Named Queen In Talent Contest
When Allure's School of
Beauty Culture recently con-
ducted a talent contest, Mrs.
Velvet Jean Butler, winner
of the contest, was crowned
queen. A student at the
school, she won for "all
around" hair styling and hair-
coloring.
Mrs. Butler, the wife of R.
M. Butler, 2886 Mimosa Ave.,
is a member of Pleasant Hill
Baptist church where she is
the pianist for the junior choir.
She is a graduate of Hull high
school in Coahoma, Miss.
Runner-up in the contest
was Mrs. Inez Anderson, who
Atty. Hooks To
Speak To Elks
At Boston Meet
Atty. Benjamin L. Hooks,
pastor of Middle Baptist
church, has been selected to
deliver the baccalaureate ser-
mon for the Education De-
partment of the International
Brotherhood of the Protective
Order of Elks of the World
during the Grand Lodge Con-
vention in Boston on Aug. 25.
The Sheraton-Hilton Hotel
will be the scene of the meet-
ing to be held from Aug. 23-
31. and nearly 100,000 dele-
gates and members of their
family are expected to con-
verge on the city.
A highlight of this year will
be the presentation of $2,000
scholarships to each of the
three children of Medgar Ev-
era, an Elk, who was assinat-
ed at his home in Jackson,
Miss., early this summer, ac-
cording to Grand Commis-
sioner of Education George
W. Lee.
Atty. Hooks is a veteran of
World War II and a graduate
of the DePaul university Law
School in Chicago. He is pres-
ently serving with the Public
Defenders office in Memphis.
Harvey To Speak
At Pillow St. CME
Women's Day will be ob-
served at the Pillow Street
CME church on Sunday, Aug.
25. in a program to start at
3:30 p.m., and the speaker
will be Mrs. Georgia V. Har-
vey, guidance counselor at
Manassas High school.
Mrs. Evelyn Bates is chair-
man of the program. Rev. 0.
B. Boathe is pastor of the
church.
is also a student at Allure's
school. She attended Phillips
high school. A member of
New St. Paul Baptist church
in West Memphis, Ark., is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.
L. Ivy of Benton Harbor, Mich.
The beauty culture school
has made plans to observe its
annual sermon and graduation
exercises on Oct. 20 and 21
respectively.
Youth Group To
Present Dance
Recital Friday
The World Wide Youth Or-
ganization will present a dance
recital entitled "Bomber's Ex-
plosion," on Friday night,
Aug. 23, in the auditorium of
the Atlanta Life Insurance
company starting at 8, and
the public is invited.
Costumes were selected by
Pearl Jefferson and Nannie
Grant, dances directed by
Lester Phillips, and Mrs. S. R.
Bridgeforth is advisor.
Officers of the club are
Lester Phillips, president; AI-
freda Moore, vice president;
Pearl Jefferson, secretary;
Carolyn Hunt, assistant secre-
tary; Ella Cooper, financial
secretary; Henry Bridgeforth,
treasurer; Eleanor Bridgeforth,
business manager; Regina
Roland, parliamentarian; Jo-
Ann Puryear, chaplain, and
Nannie Grant reporter,
Proceeds will benefit the
NAACP.
Willis Appeals
Conviction Of
27 In Fayette
Atty. A. W. Willis this week
appealed the conviction of 27
youth convicted at Somer-
ville, Tenn., for their part in
sit-in demonstrations.
Three of the youth were
sentenced to serve indefinite
terms at the Pikesville Re-
formatory, and the 24 others
placed on probation for six
months by Judge T. V. Luck.
Placing the youth on pro-
bation means they would be
confined to their homes for
that period, except to go to
school and to church.
The three youth sentenced
to the reform school had been
involved in previous demon-
strations.
1
HOUSE OF CARPET
GRAND OPENING
100% All Wool
Permanently Moth Proof Carpet
With Pad And Installation
FREE! FREE! FREE!
40 Square Yards of Carpeting
Complete With Pad & Installation
Come and Register
FREE ESTIMATES
& IN THE HOME SHOPPING
1422 AIRWAYS BLVD. 327-4101
MRS. INEZ ANDERSON
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Once Over Lightly
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By ROSITA MILLER
A thing of beauty is a joy
forever . . . Its loveliness in-
creases; it will never pass into
nothingness . . . Miss Alma L.
Sugars, daughter of Mrs. Ole
M. Sugars and Mr. Alphonso
Sugars became the bride of
Mr. Willie L. Hardin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Har-
din, Sr., Saturcray, Aug. 17th
. The reception, held at the
home of Mrs. Corine Pettis;
included:
Rev. and Mrs. T. R. Buck-
ner, Anderson Harden, Jr.,
(Pearl), Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
McKinney, Mi. and Mrs. Louis
BoBo, Mr. and Mrs. Larry,
Mrs. Ophelia Murray, Mrs. L.
M. Bland, Mrs. Lovenia Lee,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs. David Christian,
Rev, and Mrs. Blackmail, Mrs.
Cora Washington, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morris, Maxine
Curry, Shirley and Doris
Dortch, Mr. and Mrs. Lavelle
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Ledbetter, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Richmond, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Weaver, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Richardson, Mrs. Beatrice
Holliday and Mr. and Mrs. W.
Bell . . . Mrs. Henry Neale
entertained and honored Mrs.
A. Hill, mother of Mrs. Lil-
lian Newman, (Detroit), at a
recent dinner . . . guests were
the ladies of St. Andrews
Church! Mrs. Rachel Hodges,
Mrs. Hester Forrester, Mrs.
Leona Jamison and Mrs. Hat-
tie Jackson . . Earl Edward
Thornton, will receive a fu/1
tuition scholarship from South-
ern Funeral Home, to attend
Kentucky College of Mortuary
Science . . Elected officers
of the LAKEVIEW NEWS-
LETTER . . . Fred A. Garner,
PTA Congress To
Meet At LeMoyne
The Tennessee Congress of
Colored Parents and Teachers
will be held at the LeMoyne
College library on Saturday,
Aug. 24, from 9:30 a.m. until
3:30 p.m.
Mrs. M. S. Draper, president
of the organization, said that
the theme, "Balance PTA -
A Challenge," will be carried
out.
Board members from Knox-
ville. Chattanooga, Alco a,
Nashville and Jackson will at-
tend the meeting.
(EDITOR), Gloria Tuggle,
(PUBLISHER), Joyce Spring-
field and Carol Garner, (Cler-
ical) . . . Major B. Clark, (Nel-
lie), from Tucson, Ariz. to at-
tend the funeral of his father,
Mr. August Clark . . Newly
Weds . . Oscar (Cora Black-
mon), Smith, and Mrs. Fan-
guests of the John H. Wheel-
nie T. Johnson, motored to
Chicago where they were the
era, for their annual THERM-
ODOR COCKTAIL party hon-
oring Mrs. EDNA SWINGLER
. . . other guests were Mrs.
011ie Roberts and Mrs. May-
dell A. Reeds . . . From the
big "M" to Detroit are Mr.
and Mrs. Snyder . . and in
reverse, Harold Lemons, for-
mer city teacher . . . Recup-
erating . . Mrs. Willie Levy
and Mrs. Claudine Horne . . .
Off to the city of "Sky Scrap-
ers," (NY), Mrs. Frankie Wal-
don . . . R. E. Woods trekked
to Chicago, Detroit and a final
stop at Lima, Ohio . .
Festival Fun was had by
all at their annual picnic giv-
en by LAKEVIEW GARDENS
CIVIC CLUB . . Frolicking
in FUN were: Dr. and Mrs. B.
Hollis Price, Mr. and Mrs. B.
T. Olive, Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
neth Whalen, Mrs. Eldora
Amos, Mr. and Mrs. David
Newborn, Mr. and Mrs. A.
D. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Novell
Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Util/us
Phillips, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Har-
old Winfred, Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs.
William Jamerson, Mr. and
Mrs. Ortie Carr, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Goodrich, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Gray, Rev. and Mrs.
Ralph Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
James Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
William Miller, Sr., Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Mitchell, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Springfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Felton, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob McFerrin, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Peace, Mr. and Mrs.
William Littles, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Garner, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Neale, Mrs. Lilliam
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Gill, and Miss Carol Brown
. . Tis a Bouncing Baby boy
for the Tracy (Eliza) Todd.s
after a family of five girls
. . Visiting the William Mil-
lers from Washington. D. C. is
Mary Ann Irvin and from Mc-
Kinley School in Pittsburgh,
Pa.. is Vikki Miller, their eld-
est daughter . UNITY brings
about security . . .
SENSATIONAL
BACK TO SCHOOL
SALE
BOYS - GIRLS
*NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED$ 99
2 PAIRS
FOR $5
• OXFORDS
• LOAFERS
• STEP-INS
• CASUALS
ALL COLORS
ALL MATERIALS
BOTH STORES
OPEN 9 to 9
*USE OUR LAY-AWAY
SELF SERVICE
SHOE MARTS
1309 JACKSON 2442 CHELSEA
(AT CLAY BROOK) (AT HOLLYWOOD)
Page $
HUMBOLDT
NEWS
ART AND GARDEN CLUB
As a culmination to a
season's effort, the Gloxinia
Art and Garden club will have
an Art and Flower Show in
the Stigall High school library
on Sunday, Aug. 25, from 4
until 8 p.m.
Citizens from over the city
and at Dyer have become in-
terested in beautifying their
lawns and raising beautiful
pot plants.
Cuttings from yard flowers
and pot plants, along with un-
usual art pieces, will be on
exhibit with prizes offered in
each class. Persons who have
cooperated with the club in its
• "Yard of the Month" project"
are asked to submit their best-
looking plants of any variety
for the show. Call Mrs. Cot-
trell Thomas or Mrs. Alberta
Jamison or any other mem-
ber of the club.
Bring your friends to sec
your beautiful plants and pot-
tery.
PROGRAM
A program under the di-
rection of Mrs. Carolyn Gar-
rett, the program director, will
keep the afternoon interesting.
Refreshments will be served.
The club has planted trees
on the campus of the high
school, encouraged Christmas
lighting by giving prizes, and
also beautification of yards,
so support the members by
attending the flower and art
show on the fourth Sunday.
Mrs. J. S. Vance is president
of the club, and Mrs. Olga
Vern Baskerville the secre-
tary.
RECITAL FABULOUS
Lovers of good music and
culture were in evidence on
Sunday evening at the Morn-
ing Star Baptist church where
the Dorcas Circle of the
church presented Miss Mary
Rose Rodgers in recital to a
30 Lbs. Of Fish
Cost Nine
Persons $254
Nine persons including two
juveniles were caught while
seining Drain Lake, adjacent
to the Hatchie river in Hay-
wood County with an illegal
seine. Game and Fish Officers
Lewis Bourne, Stanton, and
Robert Crawford of Somer-
ville, caught:
Joe Etchmel Swain, Route 3,
Brownsville; Silas Jobe Mar-
tin, Route I. Vildo; Ralph
Fincher, Route 1, Stanton;
Harold Swain, 3688 Gallie St.,
Memphis; Robert Lawson
Swain, 124 Baxter, Borwns-
ville; Vernon Will Martin,
Route 1, Stanton; Everett
Fincher, 2326 Twain St., Mem-
phis, using a 70-foot-one-inch
mesh seine and they had ap-
proximately 30 ponuds of
game and rough fish when
they were arrested recently.
The persons were tried in
General Sessions Judge Billy
Dickinson's court where they
paid a total of $254.50 in fines
and costs. Judge Dickinson al-
so declared the seine contra-
band and the men had to for-
feit it to the Game and Fish
Commission. Two juveniles
were released to their parents.1
2
capacity audience of both
races.
The writer has searched for
words to describe the young
artist who has a powerf4
range, beautiful quality or
voice and unusual poise. /
She was at her best in her
performance of each group
from the German and Italian
arias to the spirituals.
The audience was kept spell-
bound as those beautifully
rounded tones came from so
small a body. She was mag-
nificent.
MUCH APPLAUSE
Friends from Jackson, Dyer,
Trenton, Milan, Alamo, Bells,
Brownsville and other places
were there to share in the
round after round applause
given this young woman.
Critics predict an illustrious
future for one so young and
talented.
Plans are in the making for.
an elaborate presentation of „
Miss Rodgers in Memphis at.,
Metropolitan Baptist church,.,
under the sponsorship of the
West Tennessee Owen College ,•
Scholarship Fund More will be
presented on this subject ,
the near future.
- -
Pick Becoming
Necklines That "
Frame Your Face .M
Selecting a becoming neck,:
line is one of the most im4,
portant decisions you'll make r
in choosing a garment suited.
to you, says Helen Rader,
clothing specialist with the
U-T Agricultural Extension
Service.
Because you want your face
to be a center of interest;
you'll want to frame it with,.
an attractive neckline, Miss
Rader adds.
In general, faces fall int
five shapes. They may be ob-
long, square, round, triangu-
lar or oval. Oval is the ideal
shape. If yours isn't naturally
oval, you can help it along
with the neckline you wear. is
If your face is round, you'll
want to make it appear longer. 0
If your face is square or ob-
long, soften the corners. A t
triangular face needs corners IR
softened . and narrow spaces
filled in,
Some general rules can help a
you with basic problems. A i
V-line slenderizes your throats.
and neck. A narrow neckline $
broadens the face. U-curves
soften the face and make it
more oval. The deeper the U
or V. the greater the illusion
it creates in the wearer's face. s
Square necklines produce
angular facial effects. Round I/
necklines seem graceful. 4
Square, round, boat. and high!
closed in necklines widen nar-
row faces.
The cut of the collar helps
the illusion created by a neck-
line. Decreasing face length
by wearing high necklines and
collars makes the face look
wider, says Miss Rader.
ITCH in Women
Stopped like Magic
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vsginst
itch, rectal itch, chafing, (ZS 11 and eczema
with an amazing new scientific formula
Called LANACANE.This tam
-acting. stain-
less medicated creme kills humid bacteria
germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratchinp-.o
s s healing. Don't 'utter another minute.
Gm LANACANE at your druggist. today.
LOOK: LOOK! LOOK!
SCHOOL BARGAINS BY
THE
DOZENS AND CHEAP AS DIRT
10 Cent Note Book Paper ............. 75 a Doz.
25 Cent Note Book Paper 1.75 a Doz.
49 Cent Note Book Paper 3.45 a Doz.
You Can Buy 2 Doz. This Size
PRIMARY SUPPLIES
10 Cent, First Grade Tablets 75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Second Grade Tablets  75 a Doz.
25 Cent, First Grade Tablets 1 75 a Doz.
25 Cent, Second Grade Tablets 1 75 a Doz.
Composition Books & Typing Paper
25 Cent, Compos. Books 1.75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Compos. Books .75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Typing Paper Pkg. .75 a Doz.
10 Cent, Index Cards (10c Size) .75 a Doz.
PENCILS $2.25 A GROSS
144 PENCILS
A $3.60 VALUE
STOP SENDING THAT CHILD TO A
STORE EVERYDAY AND SAVE
EVENSKY STORE 2512 Carnes Ave.
458 • 5602
DEFENDER
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13LOW ME DoWNI?
IT is A SWEET
LPL LADY WONERS
WHY 'SINE IS
WANDERIN' AROON'
INA DARK!
AHOY ,YA SWEET
LI'L LADY GIRL!
IS YA loR4T ?
AN; THIS IS THE PLACE!
NOW To GET MY VICTIM
TO INVITE ME.
INTO HIS
HOUSE!
--ER---YES!!
014, YES! THAT'S IT!!
rm LOST!!
PLEASE
HELP
mE!
DONALD DUCK
)1DU REALLY DON'T
'THINK SOL; 
A CHANCE,
AS 
CHICK! AS LONG
FREE SOULS
LUKE US-
THE CISCO KID
STAND CLEAR FRIENDS! I IT
WANT Mou Tt, GET HIT ES'
FLYING PIECES OF THIS
SMART ALECK!
ETTA KETT
WINGEY
TUNED UP
OUR CAR
LAST
NIGHT.'
WOWY-THE.
OLD BUS
TAKES OFF
LIKE AJET
JOB!'
THE FLOP FAMILY
BRICK BRADFORD
THAT:5. cr
ON YOue
POET, AGvAR!
. •
-
S1RAN6ER,100 SETTER GIT
OuT WHILE 50u CAN! NES
TDo Et/G AND 5TA12146
FOR YOU!
CISCO STF_FS ON A SUPPISRY
PLACE WHERE THE MILK
WAS SPILLED
EVEQY TIME
I GET KissED
AROLINO HERE
IT COSTS ME
MONEY!'
4
/11
DAD./ — CAN
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OUR cAR AGAIN
TONIGHT 2
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FREE TICKETS-IP
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C. 431t<loW
agicK HAS No7.thG
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,HAVE Two ckoiCES, AGvAtE._
GO APTER 'roue DISCARDED
PISTOL,.. 02 ace YOuct
POweR UNIT AWAY Lri40!FIZ5M HeiZel
WISE Gu,l wHeki
THE G OVER, Yd../
WON'T HAVE NO
FACE!
frrY 712E47.'17's A
FREE ONE ON THE
- - HOUSE!
THE STOCK-CAR
RACES!—
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ASK YVETTE CHANTE:
Cocoa-Brown Jamaica Girl
Seeks Nice', Loving Pen Pal
Dear Maoam Chante:
I am a Jamaican girl who
wishes to correspond with an
American male. I am twenty-
two year of age, 5 feet 4
inches tall and weigh 125
'pounds. I am cocoa brown
complexion and have lovely
teeth. I am very nice, respect-
ive and well cultured.
He should b.. between the
ages of 25 end 30, tall and of
light complexion. He must
also be educated, loving and
nice. Your earliest reply will
be 'highly appreciated.
Cherry Cecelia Whyte
38 Beimont Road
Kingston 2, Jamaica
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am 28 years of age, single
ant. a clerk. I have general
hobbies.
I would like to correspond
with men and women and a
photo in the first letter will
be appreciated. I promise a
prompt reply.
Mr. Elias "Alihaba" Mzumala
34 Scott Welfare Dept.
P. O. Box 1,
Sti!com
W. Traosvaal
South America
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
1 am a business widow
with high morals, Christian,
and do not drink or smoke. I
am 49 years of age, 5 feet
6 inches tall end weigh 150
pounds. I like the better things
in life.
I would like to meet . a re-
fined man or widow, one who
HENRY
understands what real' life
means. He should be between
the ages of 49 i•nd 65. Drunks
or gamblers rved not contact
me.
Mrs. M. Reed
66Th S. University Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am a lady, 63 years of age.
5 feet 5% inches tall and
weigh 148 pounds. I have no
dependents and have been
legally free to re-marry for
the past eight years. I am
young for my age and in good
health. My home is in the
state of Michian but I have
lived in the midwest most of
my life.
I would like to meet a mar-
riage minded man between
the ages of 60 and 73, between
5 feet 9 and 6 feet two inches
tall and weigh‘ng between 185
and 190 pounds. He should be
kind, intelligent and respect-
able. He should like music,
reading and sports and own
and drive a car. He should
also like home life and his
wife's cooking. Please send
recent photo and I will do
the same. If noi sincere, please
do not write.
Mrs. Willie Jordan
93 Brite Avenue .
Scarsdale. New York
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am a lonely Christian
man, 56 years of age. I have
had two years of college and
have a good fob. I have my
POP EYE
I FEELS COLD
AN CREEPY,. jUS
LIKE DEATH WAS
ABOUT TO KNOCK
oN ME
DOOR;
IT IS AN
AIRCUL.
FEELINf!
SECRET AGENT X9
GLAMOR GIRLS
te.-171
ticrt. natures Sy ad.-sta. Inc ,1W ler rummi
"Didn't you notice? The one you seemed to adrilire
so much was wearing GREEN lipstick:"
own auto and have traveled
extensively. I have nd de-
pendents and have resided
in the .w..t for 27 years.
I wish to c-wrespond with
a single lLdv between the
ages of 40 and 65. Color and
size dues not matter.
Walter Crayton
807 Washington St.
Tuscumbia, Alabama
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am sincerely looking for
a serious-minded female that
interested in a safe and
sound future.
I am a victim of a very
foolish mistake of my own of
which I am not completely
ashamed but will explain in
my letter if party desires. I
will be in the County Jail four
months.
George Arnold
No. 317407 - H-4 Cell 43
2600 S. California, Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
• •
Dear Madam Chante:
l' would like to correspond
with ministers of all races,
male and female.
I am single, 59 years of age,
weigh 150 pounds and 5 feet
two inches tall.
Evangelist Mrs. Collins
P.O. Box 96
Harrisburg, Ill.
I I 1
LOOK, PoPEYE!
THEY IS 'SOMEONE
OuTsiDE BY THE
MAILBOX!
WHAT DOES YA I WILL.
THINK 'SHE tG ASK
DON' OUTSIDE HER.
OUR HOUSE
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HORIZON
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ADMINISTRATORS
TAKE ACTION
It was quite ironic that two
of Tennessee's leading state
universities relieved their
head football coaches of their
duties this past spring. Bow-
den Wyatt was replaced by
Tom McDonald at the Univer-
iasity of Tennessee in Knox-
Wville with Lawrence Simmons
let out earlier by Tennessee
A & I in Nashville.
Wyatt was said to have had
an emotional problem that
reached its apex when one of
his colleagues was pushed into
a motel pool at a meeting in
Florida after the Vole had
completed spring football prac-
tice. UT officials bought up
the reputedly heavy drinking
V.1yett's contract and sent him
to a Virginia hospital for a
rest.
It was rumored that Sim-
mons was having multitude of
problems at TSU. The most
obvious was with his person-
nel and it grew to a cancerous
identity. Thus, the Tigers grid
team of 1962 fell a little short
of complete deterioration. A
1-7-1 record certainly wasn't
aimuch of a counter against the
ler allegations that magnified with
each passing week that cor-
rective action wasn't taken.
Perhaps "Peppy" Marshall,
equipment manager for the
team, best sums up the pit that
befell Simmons. The "man"
just couldn't believe that
many of the rumors being air-
ed could happen to him. In
addition to his shock brought
about by this powerful under-
current, Marshall went on to
point out that when Simmons
would drop a member from
the squad for disciplining, this
ex-squad member often would
attempt to poison the mind of
his roommate; the latter who
might be the first - string
center.
Despite supposedly t op
notch material, it still must
be harnessed as a unit in order
to sell. And Nashville surely
isn't a place for discontented
athletes with the many things
fikesembling the Las Vegas'trip, a source of distraction
just a. short distance from the
aniversity campus.
RABID DR. DAVIS
TSU President, Dr. W. S.
Davis, a former head coach at
& I and a man dead serious
when he stated that he was
"interested in athletic ex-
cellence along with academic
excellence," really came up
with a solid replacement for
the ouster Simmons when he
lured successful John Merritt
away from Jackson, Mississip-
pi State College.
There are those who feel
that the congenisd Cornell uni-
versity graduate gets too
wrapped up in TSU athletics.
The latter accusation is not
an item Just mentioned in
passing; it has been mentioned
on several occasions. However,
If the energetic Dr. Davis is
guilty of a Mlle-behind-the-
Scenes coaching and to this re-
porter's knowledge, none of
his coaches has been quoted
as Indicating it, after listening
to the prexy's athletic philoso-
phy,, his interference is an un-
controllable way of showing
his deep concern for the fate
of the university athletic pro-
gram.
"MY LAST AFFAIR"
In a recent interview with
the 58-year old president, this
columnist learned that the
shrewd school leader is aware
of the criticism poked at him.
Many Nashville followers of
State Davis learn,-d, were try-
ing to paint a bad picture for
the new football staff. He said
they described State as "hell's
kitchen."
From all indications, Davis
is standing pat with Merritt.
When asked about Merritt's
three-year contract Dr. Davis
released the following state-
ment. "As far as I am con-
cerned, he (Merritt) has a 10-
year contract (amount of time
Davis expects to stay at A & I
before he retires), this is my
last affair." The latter phrase
was interpreted to mean that
the "Frank Lane" of college
administrators had bargained
for his last football coach.
NEXT WEEK'S EPISODE
This column will give more
space next week to what the
future holds for Tennessee
A de I. Special emphasis will
be placed on what to look for
when the Tigers open this fall
against their first grid foe
under Coach Merritt. Also de-
tails of a physical improve-
ment project that is now un-
derway on the campus.
Boy Scout Enlistments For
Negroes Lagging In Chickasaw
The Chickesaw Council is
concerned today, as always,
with the problem of extending
the program of Scouting to
all boys of this community.
It is their belief that all boys
regardless of race, creed or col-
or should have the opportunity
to experience growth through
the program of Scouting.
The Chickasaw Council can
only achieve its objectives
through the citizens of this
community in volunteering to
help make bad boys, good boys
and good boys better boys.
The Chickasaw Council has
243 institutions sponsoring
Scouting of which 66 of them'
are Negro institutions. The
present memberships of the
council is 9,966. 2,161 of these
are Negro boys. The Chicka-
saw Council has a 55,000 boy
potential of which 25,000 are
Negro boys. Percentage wise,
Negro boys being reached is
8.6 per cent. White boys be-
ing reached is 26 per cent.
The Chickasaw Council has
3,723 volunteers registered
Wildlife Refuge
Opens Dec. 2 For
Deer Hunting
The Tennessee National Wild-
life Refuge in Benton and Hen-
ry counties will be open for
Aklater hunting from Dec. 2
Whrough Dec. 8, according to an
announcement made by V. L.
ChildS, Refuge Manager at
Paris, Tenn.
Hunting will be permitted
only in areas within the refuge
as designated by signs As open
to hunting. Hunting will be
by written permit only and
the limit shall be one (1) deer
of either sex per person.
Further information regard-
ing this area may be obtained
by writing Mr. V. L. Childs,
Refuge Manager, Tennessee
National Wildlife Refuge, Pa-
ris, Tenn.
with 405 troops, packs, and
posts. Of this number there
are 619 Negro volunteers work-
ing with 106 troops, packs and
posts.
2.11e council operating budg-
et for 1963-64 is $158,000. Shel-
by United Neighbors provided
$97,000 leaving $61,000 to come
in through sustaining mem-
bership program.
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FATHER-SON DAY
To give the school boys a
chance _to team up with their
fathers before getting back in
school the Sam Qualls golf
club has sok:eluded August 25
— 3 p.m. fuller golf course as
the spot for an initial Father
Son golf tournament.
Play will consist of nine
holes with prizes for the win-
ners because of the various
difference in ages of sons,
flights will be set up to de-
termine the winners.
The golfing men in the city
are asked to bring their own
son if he is a golfer as a Part-
ner or adopt a boy to use as
his own for this game. Plenty
little boys are waiting for part-
ners. One could learn from the
other and inspire each other
to play better golf.
MEET RESCHEDULED
The already scheduled mix-
ed Scotch foursome and Cal-
cute is rescheduled for Sun-
day September 22. For infor-
mation concerning Father-Son
play day contact Aubrey
Pierce chairman or Mrs. Flo-
rence Scott secretary.
Those out-of-town golfers
were Clarence Sigmon and
Willie Lovette Jr. of Mobile,
Ala., visiting popular local gol-
fer Cecial Coodlow. That is
par for thie week.
•
• • Friday 
•
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
• 3100 Summer at Sciatic
•••••••••amesmisiamems••••■E
•
•
•
spoomeme•Nowssameissiemsweeess
• 1 -MINUTE AUTOMATIC
i CAR WASH $
8 A.M.-6 P.M. •I.• ▪ Sat. to Sea. $1.25 Monday ••
San. Open I as 2 P.11.
Set. Open 6 A.M. te 6 r.m. thru
ATA TENNIS PRINCIPALS
Dr. R. Walter Johnson, right, vice presi-
dent. American Tennis Association and
chairman of the ATA'. Youth Development
Program. Is joined In the presentation of
trophies laN A. II. Parker, Greensboro IN
C.), during recent tournament at North
Carolina A&T college. Center, left and right
are Ernie Ingram, runner-up Washing-
ton, D. C., and Joe Williams. Durham,
N. C., winner of men's event in the ATA
sponsored tourne‘. In lower panel. Charles
Boone, left. Columbia S. makes trophy
presentations to Ronnie Logan. Durham,
Marvis Archie, Winston-Salem, Scott Ho-
ward and Samuel Whitley, doubles cham-
pions. Washington, D. C. Miss Logan re-
cently won three titles In the ATA Junior
championships at A&T and shows promise
of following in the footsteps of ATA juniors
graduate. Althea Gibson. ail-time tennis
champ recently turned golf professional.
Arthur Ashe. another product of ATA, was
recently named to the U. S. Davis Cup
team as its first Negro member. Richmond
native. %she. age 20. is a student at UCLA.
Will 14-Year-Old Bonnie Logan
Reach Althea Gibson's Fame?
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
American Tennis Association
seems to have another Althea
Gibson in its up-and-coming
youth ranks .. . the little lady
of reference is 14-year-old,
Bonnie Logan, of Durham, N.
C., who came to the North
Carolina Ma _01.1ege campus
the other day and walked
away with the championships
of three divisions.
The sensational Miss Logan
not only slammed her way in-
to the championship of her
own 14 to 16 age group, by
whipping Heloise Billes, Tux-
kegee, Ala., 6-0; 6-3, but par-
ticipated in the 16-18 group-
ing, where she defeated Sylvia
Hooks, Detroit, Mich., 6-4; 6-2,
for that title, With just an
hour of rest, Bonnie teamed
with Lenward Simpson, Wil-
mington, N. C., to beat Melvin
Searles, Chicago, Ill., and Miss
Hooks, 8-8; 6-3, for the mixed
St. Louis Hawks
Vs Cincy Royals
In Benefit Game
The St. Louis Hawks and the
Cincinnati Royals are expect-
ed to come to Memphis for a
benefit basketball game Sept.
30. The game is being sponsor-
ed by the East Memphis Ser-
tome club, announces Herbert
Benham of 3420 Chelsea Ave.
Proceeds from the game will
be earmarked for the benefit
of Camp Courage, a camp for
needy boys.
The game will be played in
gymnasium, starting at 8 p.m.
All seats will be reserved.
Tickets are on sale at the
Goldsmiths' Central Ticket of-
fice. Tickets can be purchased
from club members.
doubles title.
Searles defeated Scutt How-
ard,' Washington, D. C.. 11-4,
6-1 and 6-4, in the finals of
the boys, 16 and above, and
Sipmson won out ovbr Ftobert
Stuns, Cleveland, Ohio, 6-2
and 6-0, in the under 16 boys
singles bracket. The tourney
drew more than 100 young
tennis players from 12 states.
It was conducted under the
supervision of Dr. R. Walter
Johnson, a Lynchburg, Virgin-
ia physician and vice presi-
dent of the ATA.
Under the leadership of Dr.
Johnson, ATA launched its
initial interscholastic activity
in 1952 at Virginia Union Uni-
versity, Richmond, on which
occasion the ATA's Junior De-
velopment Program was creat-
ed. The ATA held its first
tournament in 1917, while rec.
ords show that its first junior
section was held at the 1924
event in Baltimore, Md.
ATA is headed by Dr. Hu-
bert A. Eaton, Wilmington, N.
— —
C. Dr. Johnson is first vice
AWARD WINNERS
Recent recipients of Awards at the Mem-
phis Army Depot are left to right: Harold
Tucker, outstanding performance award;
Harold McLain, outstanding performance:
martin L. Dowdy, sustained superior per-
formance; Sam Godwin, deputy director for
warehousing. presenting; Virginia Duncan,
outstanding performance award. Dowdy
was cited fur the outstanding manner In
which he promptly and aecuratelv process-
ed receipts of incoming shipments, for his
excellent knowledge of shipping procedures
and for assuming added responsibilitilta
during periods of heavy workloads.
'We had a Negro Problem,' Says Woody
Hayesat A&T Second Coaching Clinic
GREENSBORO, N. C. — "We
had a 'Negro problem,' once
said Woodrow Woody Ilayes,
head football coach at Ohio
State university, as he made
the main address at the Tip-
Off Dinner for the annual A&T
College Coaching Clinic held
last week at the college.
He explained, "That was In
1959. when he had no Negroes
on the team and we lost four
football games. I hope that we
will never again have a prob-
lem like that."
Hayes, who spent three-days
here as chief clinician in foot-
ball, had high praise for the
,contribution the Negro athlete
!has made to the sports world
and said, "His advancement
in this field has served to de-
velop within me the highest
confidence in the value of
sports."
The dinner session, held on
Tuesday evening, drew a mix-
ed audience of more than 150-
persons, composed' chiefly of
members of the Greensboro
Aggie Boosters Ctub, Ohio
State University althnni and
early arrivals among the par-
ticipants in the clinic,.
The Clinic .drew 106-college
and high school coaches, both
white and Negro, from six-
states. Dr. William M. Bell,
Ada athletic director and di-
rector of the Clinic, said the
attendance almost doubled the
first clinic held last year.
Besides strictly technical in-
formation, the chief clinicians
"*.
had much to say about the •
importance of psychology in
the game and of the impor- •
lance of pleasing the fans.
Ed Jucker, head basketball
coach at the University of Cin-
cinnati, who paid special ern- •
phasis to defense in basket- .
ball, said the "run and shoot" ,
game is getting to be less and
less popular. "The fans," he
said, "wish now to see a bal- •
anced game in which good,
sound defense is an important
part."
Clarence Stasavich, head :
football coach at East Carolina .
college, emphasized the im-
portance of psychology in the ;
coach's relations with his
players. "You must give the
youngster responsibility, if he
is ever to become a member
of your team," he said, "evenpresident, Logan W. McWil-
son, second vice president. eek $80 (00 Damage at the expense of his making
errors."
Johnson, secretary, Hartford, r
Conn.. Mrs. Bertha L. Craig, rro m Muslim Pair
assistant secretary, Detroit.
Mich.. James T. Taylor, treas-
urer, Durban, N. C., Dr. Ell-
wood D. Downing. general
field secretary, Roanoke, Va.,
Bertram L. Baker, executive
secretary, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
William E. Jones, assistant ex-
ecutive secretary, Baltimore.
Md. Maceo Hill, Wilberforce,
Ohio. is editor of the ATA's
souvenir program book.
In competing in the two
age groupings, Miss Logan
won 12 matches over the five-
day period of the ATA nation- C
arnes Teacheral. The biggest court achieve- started the incident by cies- .nent in her young tennis ea-
ing her daughter with a cater-reer came with her win Over
Miss Hooks, 17, her superior
in age, tennis experience,
weight and power, the girl
who last year beat her in the
same tourney.
Newark, N. J., Miss Barbara
Volunteers Are Needed To Help
The Memphis and Shelby
County Mental Health Society
has established a permanent
officer for the chapter at 3217
Summer Ave., according to the
Urp!
TOURS, France — (UPI) —
Michael Morisset, 18, won the
city's title of "Glutton of 1969"
by consuming Y2 pound of
chopped pork. a 12-egg ome-
lette, 2.2 pounds of chicken,
salad, an entire camembert
cheese, a cake, and a gri die
cake in five minutes and 40
seconds.
A -I
Used Cars From
HULL DOBBS
Third at Gayoso
'59 Ford Cony., R.H.,
Autom., P.S. 31195
'60 Ford, 2 Dr. CT.,
R.H., Autom. Trans.
$1295
'59 T. Bird, FP.,
Air-Cond. Leather
Interior $1695
'61 Cher. Cony. V8,
R.N., Wont. Trans.
$1795
'58 Impala, HT., R.H.,
Autom, Trans. $1195
'59 Cadillac 4 Dr.,
11.T., F.P.„ Air, $2295
'62 Mercury, RM., '61 Pont. Wagon
Autom. Leather Inter. Power & Air Cond.
I Like New $1895 Real Sharp $2295
'60 Cher. Cony. R.N. '55 Ply. Wagon, V-8,
Straight Trans. $1595 R.N., Autom. $495
'Phone 526-8871
AuguNt, news
-letter or the chap-
ter. Mrs. Rosalie Houck is the
office manager.
The chapter, affiliated with
the Tennessee Mental Health
and the National Association
for Mental Health, is a non-
profit, educational organiza-
tion, dependent on voluntary
contributions.
The news-letter made a plea
for volunteer workers. Persons
interested should call 327-
3944.
It was reported that $5,515
was raised during the recent
Bell Ringer campaign.
CLEVELAND — (UPI) — A
damage suit seeking $80,000 in
damages from a Cleveland
couple who have admitted
membership in the Black Mus-
lim organization that advo-
cates separation of whites and
non-whites nas been filed in
Common Pleas Court.
The suit was filed against
Ismael M. and Khadijah All
Gets A Degree
From Nebraska
Miss Faye E. Gentry of 258
W. Waldorf, a second grade
teacher at the Carnes Elemen-
tary school, received her Mas-
ter of education degree dur-
ing commencement exercises
held at the University of Ne-
braska.
There to witness the event
were members of her family
and numerous friends.
The included her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. B. J. Sykes of
Omaha. Neb.; her sisters, Mrs.
Clifford Yates, St., Mrs. Chea-
turn Moore and Mrs. Cordell
A. Land; a niece, Cheryl Y.
Land, and friends, Earnest
Blackmon. Mrs. Gertrude Ford,
Mrs. D. A. Washington, Ellie
Crawford, Jr., Shelia Ford, Ru-
dolph Gray and Rev. D. A.
Campbell, all of Memphis.
Oakley Ford
BIG FORD SUPERMARKET
1048 Union BR 2-3431
YEAR END
CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL NEW AND USED CARS
BIG SAVINGS — TREMENDOUS VALUES
1958 CHEV. WAGON
$495.00
1960 FALCON
2 DR. WAGON
$895.00
1956 CHEV.
$495.00
1960 DODGE
$1095.00
'60 RAMBLER WAGON
$795.00
1957 FL500
$395.00
1961 PLY, 4 DR.
- 
$995.00
1962 1-B1RD
$3295.00
1962 NASH
$995.00
1963 T-BIRD
$3995.00
1958 EDSEL WAGON $595.00
LIBERAL FINANCING — LOW PAXMENT
on behalf of Donald Piazza, 6,
son of Samuel Piazza. It al-
leges that the boy's left eye
was blinded after he was
struck by a stone thrown by
Maryan All 8, daughter of the
defendants.
The petition contends that
he Ails taught their daughter
hatred of whites and encourag-
ed violent and hostile acts
against them.
Mrs. Ali said the contention
that her daughter was taught
to hate whites was "ridicul-
ous" and that the Piazza boy
pillar on a baseball bat.
' Roommate Scares Trainer
ST. AUSTELL, England —
(UPI) — Circus Trainer Pas-
quale Del Gresso, cleared of
theft from his roommate, Al-
fred Schwan, testified that he
was so frightened of Schwan
that he once sleet in the
chimpanzee cage for three ,
night, in a row.
Other clinicians appearing on
the program included: Bob
Davies, former basketball
coach at Seton Hall; Joe Dean,.
former basketball star at Lou-
isiana State university; Bert
Piggott; head football coach
and assistant, Mel Groomes,
and Cal Irvin, head basketball'
coach, all of the A&T College
coaching staff
Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYDSO
JA 6-8871
298 NEW
IN STOCK to choose from
o
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT
CHUCK HUTTON
'63 DODGE DA"2-Or. Sedan$
WITH Posh•Rutton neater, Electric Wipers, WIreetise•ISignal., Tor.innalre Ride, Altornator, Anti-Freese,
CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • I Open Evenings . IR 1.1141
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KEY TO KNOXVILLE
Mayor John Duncan of Knoxville is seen presenting the
official key to the city to Rev. Charles F. Williams of
Memphis, Most Worshipful Grand Master of the Most Wor-
shipful Prince Hall Grand Lodge F&AM, as the 93rd Grand
Communication opened on the campus of Knoxville Col-
lege. The Masons were given a warm welcome in that city.
Grand Master Williams
Reelected To Office
.for first class citizenship is
,just beginning. The crack in
t %the armor of the South is only
just appearing and much re-
limains in the North to be done
before this country of ours
:becomes truly the land of the
tree and the home of the
brave."
The speaker, Rev. Charles
F. Williams, Memphis Most
Worshipful Grand Master of
the Most Worshipful Prince
Hall Grand Lodge F&AM of
Tennessee, was delivering the
annual Grand Master's Ad-
dress at the Grand Communi-
cation here minutes before the
session unanimously reelected
Grand Master Williams for the
1963-64 year in office.
The Communication was one
of the largest and most suc-
cessful held in years. This "All-
American City" lived up to
its name to the fullest as May-
or John Duncan, other city
officials and local educational,
civic and religious leaders vis-
ited the Knoxville College ses-
sion extending the warmest
possible welcome.
ricEY TO CITY
As part of his official ap-
pearance Mayor Duncan pre-
sented a key to the city to the
Grand Communication through
Grand Master Williams. Speak-
ing in response to the Mayor
was Dr. Thomas E. Poag, Nash-
ville, Grand Commissioner of
Education and Grand Director
of Pubblic Relations.
' Also sending "warm greet-
ings" to the Communication
was Gov. Frank G. Clement
of Tennessee.
KNOXVILLE - "Our fight "The real and final victory
to achieve a man's place in
a man's world, Grand Master
Williams told the Communica-
tion, "will be won or lost at
the places of voting. To reg-
ister and vote is our call to
our brothers across the seas
to say to them that we are
not content to have first class
citizenship passed to us on a
platter, but rather we intend
to have a voice in shaping the
future of our nation and our
world."
The Communication adopted
resolutions in support of the
NAACP and its "constant fight
to further the gains already
made in the fight for civil
rights. "and, congratulating
President Kennedy on his civil
rights bill. A vote was also
taken to send telegrams to the
Tennessee congressional dele-
gation in support of civil rights
legislation.
OTHER OFFICERS
In addition to the reelection
of Grand Master Williams, the
Communication named Dr.
Thomas E. Poag, "Prince Hall
Mason of the Year" in partial
recognition of his appointment
as Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences at Tennessee
Ada State University; named
Grand Senior Warden E. V.
Buford, "Senior Warden Em-
eritus," in recognition of many
years of dedicated and fruitful
service; elected James L. Dob-
son, Nashville, Senior Warden;
Peyton Y. Smith, Alcoe, Junior
Warden, and reelected all
Grand Officers for another
year. Attorney B. L. Hooks,
of Memphis was named "cit-
izen of the Year" for his work
in Civil Rights.2 Physicians At The "Senior Warden
St. Jude Get
Research Grant
LIS" status of Buford qualifies
him to become the first Ten-
nes,ean to enter the Prince
Ilan Masonic Hall of Fame.
He and Dr. Poag will receive
official citations at ceremonies
The National Cancer Insti- marking Prince Hall Day inNashville during October.tute has awarded a research '
grant for work in drug treat- The Grand Communication
ment of childhood cancer to adjotirned to meet in 1984 at
two pediatricians at St. Jude Nashville.
Research hospital. Dr. 0. Mal-
colm Ray, deputy chief of the
research grants branch of the
National Cancer Institute, yes-
terday announced the grant
awarded to Dr. David H.
James, Jr. and Dr. Donald
Pinkel.
Dr. James is assistant pro-
fessor of pediatrics at St. Jude
, Hospital and the University of
Tennessee Medical Units. Dr.
Pinkel is medical director Of
; the hospital and professor of
t pediatrics at the Medical
Units. Their work involves
j• two primary objectives.
First, the project is designed
to evaluate the ability of X-
ray therapy to prolong the
• beneficial results of drugs in
treatment of childhood cancer
where surgery is not advisable.
It is also designed to de-
termine how often children
with inoperable tumors can
benefit sufficiently from drugs, ,
or drugs followed by X-ray,
to permit surgical removal of
the tumors.
Another aim of the project
is to determine what new and
potentially useful drugs may
be of value for the treatment
of inoperable tumors.
Brazzle All Meet
On Nashville Campus
Shelby County Agriculture(
agent Ernest Brazcle was
scheduled to attend a one-day
workshop sponsored by Ten-
nessee State university in
conjunction with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture on
Tuesday, Aug. 20 on the theme,
"The Curtain Rises for the
Disadvantaged People."
The workshop's purpose was to inform the disadvantaged
to develop ways and means farmers of benefits and im-
to acquaint middle Tennessee mediate relief available to
and other communities over them through the U. S. Gov-
the state with the Rural Area
Development program as out-
lined in the U. S. Govern-
ment's May 1961 Area Rede-
velopment Act.
The act provides that Fed-
eral Government resources be
brought to bear on the eco-
nomic problems of those areas
from substandard and per-
sistent unemployment and un-
Shareholders At
Supreme Increase
Capital $500,000
CHICAGO, Ill. - A special
meeting last week of Supreme
Life Of America Insurance
shareholders approved Pres-
ident Earl B. Dickerson's res-
olution to increase the autho-
rized capital from $1,665,000 to
1$2,165,000.
Addressing the shareholders,
Dickerson said "During the
seven years of my administra-
tion emphasis has been laid
on more rapid growth and de-
velopment through the acqui-
sition of reputable companies
operating in communities sim-
ilar to our own. This has
brought to us seven companies
with total assets of $8,500,000
and outstanding business of
$50,000,000.
In 1962 the Company, for
the first time, earned in pro-
fits more than one half million
dollars. In April, 1963, an un•
precendented dividend of $1.40
per share was declared; $1.00,
of which was paid last April
and the balance to be paid in
October. Your action today
gives us the means, through
the sale of additional stock to
You the shareholders - and,
if neceSsary, to the public.
Your authority increases our
outstanding capitol stock by
$500,000, and the available
shares for sale by 50,000. We
pledge our continuing efforts
to make Supreme Life the
greatest financial organization
of its kind in our Country."
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loon
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Cash You Mo.
Get - Payments
$ 500.00 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 S 23.70
$1,500.00 S 34.50
$2,000.00 S 45.50
$2,500.00 S 56.20
55,000.00. , $110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
Its Better to
Borrow At a Bank''
PARIS - Negro Author
James Baldwin, in urging
t other Americans living abroad
to sign a petition in support
of the civil rights march in
Washington:
"We want to serve notice
, we are part of this revolution
I in the United States."
1 
• • •
OXFORD, Miss. - One of
James Meredith's classmates,
I, 
commenting on his becoming
the first Negro to graduate
from the 1,Iniversity of Missis-
sippi:
"I' glad he got his di-
plom -I think he deserved
Phone 278 0580
Memphis Tenn
deremploytnent brought about
by farm automation,
TSU's School of Agriculture
and Home Economics dean,
Dr. M. F. Spaulding, directoF
for the institute, said that 150
persons made up county
agents, ministers, teachers and
extension workers from vari-
ous Tennessee communities
ernments.
These include, among other
things, job• retraining, voca-
tional and general education,
and insured loans to farmers
for recreational area develop-
ment of their land.
St. Peter Church
To Celebrate
Women's Day
St Peter Baptist church,
1410 Pillow St., has planned
to observe Women's Day, Sun-
day, Aug. 25.
Mrs. J. C. Austin, president
of the Women's department of
the Shelby County District As-
sociation and member of the
Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptist
church, has been selected to
deliver the address during the
afternoon program. Mrs. Mary
H. Sanders is general chair-
man and Mrs. Martha Jackson
is co-chairman of this program.
All members and friends are
invited to attend this affair.
Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor
of the church.
Tennis champions in this year's
Tennis tournament are being
presented awards. The tourna-
ment, held at Uncoln Park last
Sunday afternoon, attracted
some of the city's best tennis
players. Sponsoring the tourna-
ment was the City Recreation
Department of the City Park
TENNIS CHAMPIONS
Commission. Pictured from left bert Butcher, second, Junior
to right are: Ralph Jackson,
Jr., winner of the Sportsman-
ship Award, Miss Ester Guinn,
second, women's doubles; Wil-
liam Knight, second, men's
doubles; Ted Craft, second,
men's doubles; Miss Anita Fos-
ter, first, women's doubles; Al-
boys; Ronnie Hughes, first,
Junior boys; Miss Elgenia Sim-
mons, second, women's doubles;
and first, women's doubles, Miss
Dorothy Gilliland, first women's
singles, and first women's dou-
ble, Alphonso Yates. first men's
doubles, second men's singles,
Anthony Katoe, first men's sin-
gles and fixst men's doubles.
Making the presentations was
Thaddeous T. Stokes. editor
Tri-State Defender. Not pic-
tured is Miss Doretha Sturges,
Women's Sportsman. (Staff
Photo by Mark Stansbury.)
Classified Ads . . .
Apts. For Rent Furn, For Sale For Sale Misc. Help Wanted
SEE US for your outboard motor oil.
boat cushions and other fishing euPPliee.
"Ilemphie Oldest Chevrolet Dealer."
UNION
CHEVROLET CC
2200 Lamar 324-3671
FURNISHED ROOM WITH HA 1.F-
t/et's...ter & Uinta furnished Phone
Bit 5-7124.
UNFURNISHF.D ROOMS
2 Igo. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.a.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 lige. unfurniahed rooms for rent.
WU 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING &HOP FOR RENT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Press: Two
121 Job Preens. Call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
Autos For Sale
CHEVROLET
DEMONSTRATORS
30 to select from. Impalas, Bel Aire.
Sutler Snorts. Some with air cond
Thie is the time of the year we start
selling our demonstrators Corn, early
while there's a good selection.
'Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer"
UNION
CHEVROLET CO
2200 Lamar 324-3671
2139 Lamar 324-3832
L-10,12KPLL,r4,Ai7\q
INCORPOR ATED
Call Us For Quick Confidential
Service For All Of Your money
Problems
11 So Cleveland
Between
Madison & Union
MOTHER .
CHRISTIAN
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUAR-
ANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF- YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF' GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED,
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN,
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6818 AT MUNFORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY,
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2, Box 283, Atoka, Tenn.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
BACK TO SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number
tej.lil to: TRI.STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mothers IINtle 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Spinet Plano for sale. Well sell in this
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano. Full
85 note. walnut tinnily Unpaid bal-
ance, $23.00 per month. Must have
good reference. If interested write to
Tri-State Defender Credit Manager,
Post Office Box 311, Memphis, Tenn.
FOR SAL/IC
1953 Pontiac station wagon. In good
running condition. Price 5100.00, Tri-
State Defender JAckson 6-8397.
1954 Chev., 210 powerglide. extra
clean. $395.00 cash. eter 5:30 p.a..
Ores, call - DL 2.3273.
CADILLACS - 55 hard top convert'.
Wes. power, air conditioned. Call .IA 7.
8311. 5495 cash or terms.
1054 Chevrolet 210 powerglidt extra
clean $3150 cash or terms. Call after
8:30 p.m. GI 2-3273
52 Dodge, four new tires radio, good
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835
1956 Clive. Bellaire 4 dr., KT.., Blue,
V-8. Automatic, Radio. Heater. W.SW.
Tures Sharp $59500 or $33.80 per
Month, Banking Financing.
0. P -DONALD MOTOR CO.
426 Union Avenue
Phone 525-0326
1958 Plyrnouth Station Wagon Custom
built radio, and heater. VS motor,
automatic transmission. See at 2026
Waverly. Call after 6 pm. BR 6-4327
1959 Chav- Impala 4 dr., black &
white. V-8. 9, Drive, R. H.. W.W.T.,
Rank Financing. $995.00 or $43.08
Per month.
0. P DONALD MOTOR CO.
426 Union Avenue
Phone 325.0328
Furn. For Sale
'SED ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
$79 95
SAVE $4000
REG. PRICE $119.95
c.tu, 272-1361 or 274-8983
titmice PARTY woui.n Luic-r: TO
paireasse a Pone bar la hi* renal-
Ova. JAetsos 6-8397.
BUY BONDS
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma
chine. One dinette pet. one sewing
machine, CALL BR 82370. '2153
Piedmont St
REPOSSESSED HOUSEFUL
Pick up payments on 7 Ps. living
room, 7 pc. dinette. Refrigerators.
Stove. Just $15.11 mo. 10 note July
15th. Quality Fur. WE 8-3378. Open
to 8 p.m.
Sewing Machines Special Singers for
as low edi $19.95. Lots of other
makes and models to choose from.
Call 272.1361 - 2747-8963
USED ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
$79.95
SAVE $4000
REG. PRICE $119.95
CALL 272-1381 or 274-8963
Sewing Mach,nee end Vacuum Clean-
ers Special Reg $7.50 Service. Cull &
Tune up for only $3.95. Cell
272-1361 - 274-8963
Vacuum Cleaner.. Special
 Indeed from
1727.-51161."'. N!;4-111413" for. free home
demonstration
For Sale Misc.
Prise whiners •nd winning anew," to,
TOM JACKSON'S 1st Bible Quiz
ABS.: The term "LORD'S DAY"
occurs in the New TESTAMENT once.
(REV. 1:101. In other New Testa-
ment taste we •ra told that the day
of which Jesus is Lord, is the lab.
bath day. "The Son of Man la Lord
even of the Sabbath Day." Matt 18:6.
Mark 2:28.
PRIZE WINNERS
1. Mre. Mildred Clark $5.00
Memphis. Tenn.
2. Mrs. Magnolia Russell $4.00
Millington, Tenn.
3. Elizabeth Slayton $2.50
Notesultra. Ala.
4. Mrs. Henry Bond $2.00
Memphis. Tenn
5. Mitchell Burnett. $1.50
Doziet. Ala.
Entries are now being accepted for
TOM JACKSON'S second BIBLE QUIZ.
Sc brings complete details.
TOM JACKSON
32 SWEET AVENUE
B1RMINOIdAM 7. ALA.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 or Ellenda le can be
shown by owner. Anytime, Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MAYA
No else too large or too small
alao
Mason. Orthoreut. and Chas. Chatter
Shoe Repreetentative.
Call WH 2-4513 Bowe N. ways. Sr.
Vacuum Cleaners, Special priced from
$17.50 up. New and used Call
272-1361 - 274-8983 for free home
demonist ra tlOn
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
as low as $19.95. Lots of other
makes anti models to chordre. front.
Call 272-1361 - 2747-8963
FOR SALE
DEEP FR EEZERS-$60.00 and WY
Phone WI-I 2-4332
OAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE
Wit 2.4332
Sewing Machines and Vacuum Clean-
ers Special Reg. $7.50 Service. Call &
Tune up for only 53.95. Call
272-1361 - 274-8963
MOTORCYCLE
Private party would like to purchase
a Ducteti Motorcycle Call 275.3972.
EPSTEIN
162-164.166
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE
LOAN OFFICE
BEALE ST.
OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
a- •
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Help Wanted
WANTED
MAN WI'f H CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MINT BE A GO-GETTER
delver and sell papers weekly
Salary plun
New Tri-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
NICE HOME F(IR RENT
3 I A ROE ROOMS • HALF' BATH
retired or settled couple Near popu-
lar bu• line. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis matizet.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
up the dollar.
THE TRI STATE nEFENDER
238 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
YARD WORK for MEN FOR 0580
HOUSE. Mind have other pab.-Houu
work tor wife - Ph. EV 64611
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORE AS POK
tor or restaurant worker.
WE (I-0657
WOMAN likBIRES JOB AS MAIO UP
baby-sitter five days • week. Call
G1, 8.4551
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK
CALL:
452.183 t
Houses For Sale
HOME OM 58 it5 55 PROSPECTS:
For that house you want to sell or
buy.
Call
Peace /Realty Company
875 Rayner
948-8890 -- 3987954
Agent: Lillie Kate Lewis
Seattle, Washington
•
Elegant English Brick home. Tot
zoned. prestige district. Four bed
rooms. Full tiled basement. Panor•mi-
view. Two fireplace,. double plumb.
ing. Large, beautifully landscaped lot allo
Lovely condition. Unueuel view-sacra.
lion room, walled in glass, with pr
vale entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or eubtile business ow Could eccor
Mndrrate satin group or two families -
Lease $200. sell on assumPtion•
EAst 3-6282
$6.000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
Situation Wanted
EXPERT EN Cif: 131.:AUTICIANn
wants lob in white
Shop or as seamen rens I° 13604,
Reef/ children in Mime ...r working
mothers--by the day, wee, or month.
Call FA 4.5166 for Inforn:stion.
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Meyers
Special Services
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN MAID
lobs. $35-355 wk. Fare advanced. 1'5, 555 Tu ,^7,d'
Mallory Agency. 576 Merrick Rd.. dne new. 
a„
"
Lynbrook, N. Y. Only 81000.
Have yrulr pisno tuned
BR 2.7644 for se Tvice.
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR MASTER YOl'R PRoBIEMS BY
BABY SITTING. CALL: -Divine lista•phyeice" for advice
JA 5-7919 and evidence to your problems Sendbirthdate. 3 glINItIortg and $2.00 to
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS William H. Felton, Pen , 2473 Sev-
work•prIv•te horn.
948-1273 
enth Ave. New York 30. New York.
MEN LEARN A 
TRADItShoe Repair courses Illustrated !
by step. Self eturly lessons Study In
your Apar., Hole In Your 110111r. OW!)
your own burliness or work for others.
Complete course 520.00. Poet pats!.
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt, 841,
Gompern Homes, Lest Si 1.0111, III_
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE,
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
week. JA 7.9043.
GUARANTEED N.1'. 1.15E-17f
Jobs 535-555 wk Fare advaneed.
Mallory Agency 576 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook, N Y.
ATHANS
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 176 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU ENO1V SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL in
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged 
If any of these are your problems, come let MAI/AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your Job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. 11er home
is '2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to took for the ItED BRICK
110USE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch }ellow bus marked Whitehaven State Ll.
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
NIA DAM BELLTIAND SIGN.
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